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NEW PROCEDURE ANNOUNCED 
No • • • more pre-reg1strat1on. 
Richmond. ca111pus 
to. be doubled 
by fall semester 
€xpansion ol the Rich-
mond campus of Douglas 
College to double its pres-
ent capacity is to be com-
pleted by April of next year 
and ready for classes by the 
fall semester. 
Douglas Principal Dr. George 
Wootton announced this week 
that the new building, now being 
built due east of the existing 
campus at 745 Elmbridge Way, 
will increase student capacity to 
1,000 students. Some 500 stu-
dents now attend Richmond 
campus. 
Dr. Wootton said the new 
expanded campus will have 
eight laboratories, seven class-
rooms, nine office areas and a 
lounge. 
The facilities will be used for 
two-year career programs in 
graphics and commercial illust-
ration as well as fashion design 
and clothing technology, which 
are presently given off-campus. 
Douglas Dean of Curriculum 
Bill Day said a series of Journ-
alism courses are planned for 
next September on the new 
campus. 
He said the addition of more 
college transfer courses will 
increase according to the student 
demand. 
Day said that community 
consultant services would be 
increased to "evaluate local 
needs" of Richmond residents. 
The provincial government 
gave educational approval in 
September, 1974 but fmal fin-
ancial approval was not con-
firmed until June of this year. 
Dr. Wootton said the new 
campus was originally scheduled 
for completion last September, 
but financial approval from the 
department of education was 
delayed. 
"Construction of the addition 
has started and the college will 
move Its facilities during the 
summer," the principal said. 
In accommodating 1,000 stu-
dents the expansion will be 
sufficient for two or three years 
Into the future, he said. 
''This is the first time in the 
history of the college we have 
had sufficient room to meet our 
anticipated needs for the next 
two years. I hope that within four 
[Please Turn to Page 19) 
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. . . improved procedure 
Day Care 
• vacanc1es 
Several vacancies exist at the 
Douglas College Day Care 
Centre on the Surrey Campus. 
The Centre is open from 7:30 
a.m. to 6 p.m., Monday to 
Friday. 
Most students wishing to 
enroll their 3, 4, or 5-year-old 
chUd In the centre, would be 
eligible for all, or part govern-
ment subsidy. 
For more Information please 
call Surrey Campus, Loc. 217 or 
see Anne at the Day Care 
Centre. 
Capilano fees mandatory 
Student fees are once again 
mandatory at Capilano College 
following a vote December 2 by 
the College Council to reverse its 
original decision to make student 
fees voluntary. 
BY MAUREEN CASSIE 
Pinion Staff Writer 
Bill Bell, president of Capilano 
College Student Society, stated 
that he believed the reversal was 
a result of "the threat of a legal 
suit and of pressure from other 
universities and colleges." 
.,_ 
The original college council 
decision not to collect fees was 
made, according to the Council, 
in order to give individual 
students more freedom .. in 
choice. 
The student society charged 
that the college council made its 
original decision because of the 
one-day strike held November 4 
by the students to ·protest college 
budget cutbacks by the provin-
cial government. 
It was also charged by the 
student society that the college 
council was attempting to union 
break by removing the student 
society's only source of revenue. 
The society would have then 
been forced into the position of 
disbanding because of lack of 
money. 
Support for the Capilano stu-
dents came from the British 
Columbia Federation as well as 
individual student societies, in-
cluding Douglas College Student 
Society. 
Westminster campus 
chosen for registration 
BY DIANE MOST AD 
Pinion Staff Writer 
Striving to achieve an effective solution to the various 
problems occuring during registration, Admissions Director 
Gerry Della Mattia has announced an end to pre-registration 
procedures at Douglas College, 
Registration will now be held january 13, 14, 15 and 17, 
between the hours of 11 a.m. and 8 p.m. at the New 
Westminster campus. 
Students will be advised as to 
their registration date and time, 
by mail, in early January . 
The students' date and time 
will be determined by their 
program (e.g. career program 
students will register before 
university transfer students) and 
also 'Jy the number of credits 
they have completed towards 
their diploma, so that those who 
have achievep the most credits 
will be assigned the earlier 
registration dates and times, 
January 13 and 14. 
Students who have applied 
and completed application by 
.December 15 will register on the 
afternoon and -evening of Jan-
uary 15. 
AU other students, and stu-
dents who could not make their 
registration time, will apply and 
register on January 17. 
In the past, pre-registration at 
three campu:;es, although 
intended to provide better ser-
vice, has resulted in confusion, 
long lineups and competition for 
courses among the students, 
stated Della Mattia. 
There was little contact be-
tween faculty and students and 
thus many errors occurred which 
could have been avoided if an 
immediate opportunity for 
advice had been provided. 
"With the new registration 
- procedure, faculty and staff will 
be available on those days for· 
consultation and advice, and to 
help carry out registration 
only", said Della Mattia. 
Registration relies heavily on 
student-faculty contact, which is 
difficult to achieve when faculty 
are involved in fulltime teaching 
duties, as well as marking 
assignments, exams, etc., he 
said. 
The consolidation to one 
campus will remove the problem 
of inter-campus communication 
when students are registering on 
more than one campus, said 
Della Mattia. 
' 'The assignment of a time ~ill 
help to alleviate long lineups, 
and a "natural flow" will be 
created", he said. 
New Westminster campus 
was chosen for registration 
because Its location proves most 
central for most Douglas College 
students. 
Della Mattia estimated reg-
istration time per student will be 
from 20 to 30 minutes maximum. 
There are currently 4,200 
students enrolled in the Fall 
semester who are eligible for 
registration in January. 
To date, 600 new applications 
have been received for the 
~mlng semester, and It Is 
estimated that by December 15 
there will be 1,000 new app_lic-
atlons to Douglas College. 
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''The Other" 
Douglas College may have 
another newspaper beginning in 
the spring semester, 1976, it was 
learned this week from Grant 
Dahling, chairman of the Stu-
dent Society . 
BY RICHARD DEBOER • 
Pinion City Editor 
He said the student society 
had approved the student paper 
in principle and hopes that 
revenue from advertisements 
and other sources will be suff-
icient so student funds won't 
have to be used to support it. 
Terry Glavin, a student pres-
ently enrolled in journalism at 
the college, will be the editor of 
the student newspaper, which is 
to be called ''The Other' ' . 
Glavin said in an interview 
that "The Other" will have a 
temporary office in the radio 
trailer on the Surrey campus and 
he hopes to publish their first 
edition either in January or 
February depending on avail-
ability of funds. 
He said "The Other" will be a 
bi-weekly news service to supply 
information and student news at 
the college level and to cover 
provincial organizing of the B.C. 
Student Federation." 
Glavin went on to say that 
"The Other" will also include 
content from the Canadian 
University Pres.s, which covers 
national student news, and 
Earth New Service, which covers 
international student news. 
"We want our paper to be 
artistic, as opposed to the hard 
news stories of the Douglas 
Pinion, with poetry , satires, 
graphics, and short stories along 
with the student news." he 
explained. 
When asked how many stu-
dents will be involved with "The 
Other ," he said, "As far as I 
know we now have 10 students, 
but we expect more." 
When asked the reason for 
starting a student newspaper, 
Glavin replied, "It will con-
tribute to the identity of the 
students at the college and help 
to remedy student apathy." 
He said the idea has been 
talked about for some time and 
action on it now was not a 
reaction against the Pinion but 
the result of talk at the [Mini] 
ACCC conference held in Van-
couver recently. 
Glavin concluded by saying he 
invites any interested students, 
including journalism students, 
to become involved with "The 
Other." 
Pumpkin pie -
For a special dessert for the 
holiday festivities why not try 
this recipe for tangy pumpkin 
pie. 
FILLING 
[MAKES 1-9 INCH PIE] 
1/ 8 tsp. salt 
2/ 3 c. sugar 
1 tsp. cinnamon 
114 tsp. putmeg 
112 recipe Plain Pastry (shown 
below) 
1 2/ 3 c. milk 
1112 c. mashed cooked pumpkin 
2 eggs, slightly beaten 
1/2 tsp. ginger 
Sift dry ingredients together 
and stir into eggs. Add milk and 
pumpkin. Line piepan with 
pastry and pour in filling. Bake 
in very hot oven (450 degrees F.) 
Editor, 
The Pinion. 
Students, Staff, Faculty, and 
Administration. 
On behalf of the College 
Council I would like to take this 
opportunity to thank all those 
members of the students, staff, 
faculty and administration who 
gave and volunteered of their 
time to make the ACCC Con-
ference, recently held in Van-
couver, a resounding success. 
Never in the history of the 
ACCC has a conference brought 
together so many delegates, nor 
has a program been so conduc-
ive to dialogue pertaining to 
matters of community colleges. 
Such success can only be 
achieved through the work and 
coordination of those who act 
behind the scenes. Douglas 
College can be proud of the part 
it played in "College Canada 
'75". 
10 minutes; reduce temperature 
to slow (325 degrees F.) and bake 
35 minutes longer or until knife 
inserted in centre comes out 
clean. 
Cool. 
5 c. flour 
2 tsp. salt 
PASTRY 
1 lb. lard (brought to room 
temp.) 
2 tsp. baking powder 
Combine dry ingredients and 
blend in lard. Blend with a fork 1 
egg and 2 tbsp. vinegar in an s· 
oz. measuring cup and fill with 
cold water. Combine all ingred-
ients and stir until smooth. 
Refrigerate until you are ready to 
use it. The pastry rolls out lovely 
and you can roll it as many times 
as you like. It is tender, scrup-
tious and flaky. 
'Again, on behalf of the 
Council, I should like to thank 
you all. 
Editor, 
Jean-Pierre Daem 
Chairman 
Douglas College Council 
The Pinion. 
I would like to publicly register 
my protest against the jazz 
concert held on Thursday, Nov-
ember 20th, from 1:00 p.m. to 
3:00 p.m. in the lounge, Surrey 
campus. 
I agree that students should 
have musical events available to 
them on campus. I strongly 
disagree that students in classes 
and staff working in the same 
building should be forced to be a 
captive audience for two hours 
As exam time approaches, nursing students, first ever at Douglas, are happy in their 
studies as they prepare to watch films in four-room complex at Surrey campus. 
john Warren photo 
College to look 
• • • at new 1ns1gn•a 
Douglas College Council 
passed a motion at its meeting 
December 4 granting approval to 
proceed with the development of 
a new college logo. 
The logo, or insignia, would 
replace the one being used now 
on all college stationery and 
other items, such as sweaters, 
jewellery, etc. 
BY RICHARD DEBOER 
Pinion City Editor 
A committee had been struck 
at a Nov. 20 meeting to study the 
proposal and designs br&Ught 
forward by the graphics depart-
ment, and the result of the study 
gave rise to the motion Dec. 4. 
Nancy Kirk, committee chair-
man, explained that the present 
logo was thought to be '~bad in 
reproducing, serving no 
function, is not symbolic, has no 
imagination, has no message, 
and has no philosophy in regards 
to ·the college". 
She said that an outside· 
deisgner would charge about 
$2,000 and take up to 6 months to 
. produce a new design for the 
college. 
Council Chairman J.P. Daem 
said, "We shouldn't go to the 
outside for a new logo; it should 
whether they: (1.) appreciate the 
music or not; (2.) are able to · 
perform the functions required 
of them under those conditions, 
or not. 
If musical events must be held 
in the lounge, they should be 
scheduled outside of class or 
working hours, or held in a place 
where people who choose to, 
may listen, or those who choose 
not to (but cannot leave their 
area of instruction or work) are 
not forcedto listen for what 
seems like a very long time 
under those conditions. 
Different people like different 
kinds of music and the choice to 
listen or not, to a long concert , 
was denied more of us, than the 
number who chose to listen. 
I hope in future a more 
amenable solution may be 
found. 
Shirley Froese. 
be designed by students.'' 
A motion was passed for a 
design to be sought internally 
through competition. The quest-
ion of prizes was"referred back to 
the committee. 
Ken Hughes and Stu Richard-
son, graphic design instructors, 
explained their views on the logo 
proposal. 
When asked who would be 
allowed to participate in a 
competition, Hughes explained, 
"We understood that a compet-
ition would be open only to the 
graphic students, as there would 
be a problem with an open 
competition." 
' 'A competition should be 
restricted to students who 
understand the functional 
requirements so you arrive at a 
symbol that is pleasant to look at, 
easily remembered, and meets 
up to the printing require-
ments", he said. 
Richardson said that the 
tartan in the present logo was a 
printer's nightq1are and was 
representative of the tartan of 
Lieutenant-governor Douglas, 
the first governor of B.C. for 
whom the college was named. 
He also said, "We should 
have a free-flowing, imaginative 
symbol which is both feminine 
and masculine and not just 
ma$culine as the present logo 
appears. 
History club informed 
About 40 people turned out 
Friday night to listen to an 
informative and entertaining 
presentation by historian Dr. 
Barry Leach at a meeting of the 
history club. 
BY GREG PETERSON 
Pinion Staff Writer 
Students, teachers and local 
citizens spent the evening at the 
New West campus listening to a 
lecture and slide show dealing 
with the German General Staff 
under the Nazi regime. 
Dr. Leach highlighted the 
evening a number, of times with 
his personal re-enactment of 
conversations between members 
of the German general staff. 
These graphic and amusing 
displays captured the audience's 
attention , creating a strong 
bridge of communication. 
This was the method Dr. 
Leach used to get his themes 
across. 
The most important of these 
themes was his idea that person-
alities are vital to history. 
He used Hitler and Stalin as an 
example, pointing out ifthey had 
never come to power things 
would have been different. 
After his lecture there was a 
short question period and 
refreshments. 
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: ~~THE DOUGLAS OTHER" ~ 
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- hard news, interviews, reviews 
- graphics, sketches, photos, 
- essays, sports, grafitti, 
- short stories, limericks, satire, 
- poems, parodies, anti-calendars 
WE NEED: writers, weathermen, columnists, carp-
enters, poets, artists, navii'ators, review people, 
technicians, photographers, gurus, satirists, lay-out 
people, magicians, copy-editors, telepaths, and many 
OTHERS.Ifyou would like to join the OTHER collective, 
phone Terry at 434-1247. 
• 
• 
' • 
• .• ...a•..a. ........ &..&...a...a...a..a... ....... .................................... ............................ . 
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FOR STAFF COMMITTEE 
Time release is biggest hurdle 
Pinion 
gets slap 
• on wr1st 
The Douglas College Council 
"reprimanded" the Pinion 
Editorial Board at its Dec 4 
meeting as a result of specific 
material printed in the Nov 7 
issue of the newspaper. 
The editorial board, which 
includes the principal (or dele-
gate), the managing editor, and 
a journalism student, was rep-
rimanded for allowing the Pinion 
to demonstrate political bias by 
running a paid political adver-
tisement of the Surrey Voters 
Association, and a profile story 
on Alice Moore, a student, an 
aldermanic candidate on the 
SVA slate , and Pinion News 
Editor, in the same edition. 
In an interview with J .P. 
Daem, chairman of the college 
council, he said, "It wasn't 
intended that a student news-
papaer become politically 
involved." 
''Tiiere were nine other 
people in the college who were 
running for office and only one 
Pinion staffer got mentioned." 
he stated. 
Daem said there was not equal 
space given to all college can-
didate" as no letters were sent 
out. 
He said there were strong 
implication in the advertisement 
and article about Alice Moore 
that the Pinion was pushing for 
her in her campaign. 
When asked which editorial 
policies were violated, he said , 
" objectivity" in the last article 
of the policy which reads , 'The 
newspaper shall exemplify the 
highest possible standards of 
journalism, including clarity, 
honesty, and objectivity.' 
It was also charged that the 
editorial board violated the 
Elections Act by not including a 
disclaimer in the SV A political 
advertisement. 
A letter submitted to council 
from the editorial board in 
defence of the charges answered 
to the charge of political bias by 
saying , " The inclusion of the 
story on Alice Moore was not 
motivated by political reasons 
but was an attempt to recognize 
the important contributions of a 
Douglas College student. '' 
To the question of equal 
space , the letter stated, " There 
is nothing in the Elections Act 
that requires a newspaper to 
"give equal space: it is up to the 
individual publication , and a 
disclaimer is not necessary ." 
The letter also answered to the 
question of violating editorial 
policy by stating, "The 
managing editor, the journalism 
students, or the editorial board 
did not conspire to use the Pinion 
as a vehicle for-political bias. 
" We regret - that this has 
caused concern and apologize for 
any misunderstanding that may 
have occured." the letter said. 
When the letter was accepted 
by council, Daem made apol-
ogies on behalf of the council for 
any slur or insult against the 
students of the journalism 
classes or the editorial board 
during the course of the matter. 
' 
Some people are superstitious about umbrellas indoors but 
Pinion staffer john Warren is cautious as he stands by 
bucket catching water from leak in ceiling in 400 Block at 
Surrey Campus. joan Dahl photo 
Principal discusses 
• permanent s1tes 
Plans to establish a permanent 
campus on the Green Timbers 
site in Surrey are still being 
considered, Douglas Principal 
George Wootton said recently . 
Speaking to the Langley 
School Board, Wootton said that 
the Municipality of Surrey, with 
whom Douglas will be jointly 
developing the site, is anxious to 
proceed. 
The Principal said that 
although Douglas College is at 
present located on three 
campuses, the long range plan is 
to eventually have campuses in 
all eight of the participating 
school districts. 
At present facilities are 
located in Surrey, New West-
minster and Richmond. 
"The college has acquired a 
'99-year lease on the. New West-
minster site of about 48 acres 
and at present is working on. sites 
in Richmond and Surrey as well 
for possible permanent 
campuses," said Wootton. 
He said that as the New 
Westminster permanent site 
facilities are developed build-
ings presently being used there 
would be transported to other 
areas, such as Langley, for use 
as additional college campuses. 
Dr. Wootton said that the 
college is virtually at full capac-
ity now for the space available 
with some 4,000 students in the 
funded areas , and more than 
6,000 in the non-funded areas. 
He said that there has always 
been a greater demand for 
services than could be met , and 
these services were always 
limited by the budget available. 
·· As time goes on demands 
will contirwe to exceed the 
college's capabilities," he said. 
-Wootton said that it is much 
more efficient and less costly to 
keep the college under one 
administration than to divide it 
into separate colleges. 
He pointed out that the result 
of such a split would be a 30 
percent increase in cost. He said 
he feels that as more funds 
become available they should be 
spent on instruction rather than 
on administration. 
Dr. Wootton said the college 
had tried to get the use of 
additional facilities such as the 
Haney Correctional Institute in 
the past but has not been 
successful to date. 
"We want to get into the 
vocational area and we feel that 
the Haney institute would allow 
for a start In this area." 
In answer to a question as to 
how many Langley students are 
attending Douglas College, Dr. 
Wootton said that the number of 
students attending from Langley 
coincided almost exactly with the 
amount of money paid by the 
district for college services. 
"We are hoping to establish 
neighborhood learning centres 
in communities such as Langley. 
These centres would offer both 
government funded and self-
funded programs and would 
allow us to bring the college to 
those communities that do not 
already have campuses. 
He said that the lower main-
land has possibly the best 
system of college and adult 
education organization and co-
operation in North America. 
Dr. Wootton said that Langley 
and Surrey "are two shining 
examples" ofhow a co-operative 
effort with the college works to 
the benefit of everyone . 
He said that in the future an 
exchange of personnel between 
secondary schools and colleges 
for short periods would be of 
benefit and should be invest-
igated . 
Obtaining time release to do 
the job seems to be the biggest 
hurdle to overcome at the 
moment for Local 62 members of 
the Joint Job Evaluation Comm-
ittee at Douglas College. 
"We. are waiting for legal 
advice '·from the B.C. Govern-
ment Employees' Union on our 
request for additional time 
release to do the job," said Ann 
Raffle, executive member of 
Local 62, and chairman of the 
committee. 
BY MARY PAT WASMUTH 
Pinion Staff Writer 
The joint job evaluation 
committee, negotiated for by 
Local 62 and part of their 
agreement with College Council, 
has equal representation from 
both staff and administration 
and their task is to evaluate and 
classify all the staff positions in 
the college. 
Since mid-September the 
committee has been operating 
on a trial basis, whereby the 
three core staff members of the 
committee - Ann Raffle, Mabel 
Endacott and Tom Rosamond -
were released from their pos-
itions each Friday at 1 p.m. to 
attend the meetings . 
The committee is to be comm-
ended for the tremendous 
amount of work that has been 
done during this time. 
The trial basis was to have 
ended October 31 and with the 
knowledge that there was an 
enormous workload ahead the 
members requested that their 
release be extended to two days 
a week. 
Mrs. Raffle sees the job as 
taking place in four phases: 
Phase one was the gathering 
of resource material and the 
drafting and approval of the job 
evaluation questionnaire which 
has been sent to all staff 
members and their supervisors . 
Phase two is the defining of 
the means with which to evaluate 
the different positions and to 
determine how the committee 
will proceed to interview all of 
the staff. 
Phase three will include the 
interviewing of all staff mem-
bers, and, possibly some super-
visors , to gather data to put with 
the completed questionnaires 
and the drawing up of job 
descriptions . 
Phase four will be the classify-
ing or slotting of the positions. 
To conduct the interviews the 
committee will be working in 
three. teams of two - one staff 
member and one member of the 
administration. 
While Ann Raffle, Mabel 
Endacott and Tom Rosamond 
represent staff, the administra-
tion will be represented by John 
Beardsley, Ken McCoy and Bill 
Morley. 
The first preliminary meeting 
of the joint job evaluation comm-
ittee was held July 31. 
Game farm 
worth visit 
If you ever have the opport-
unity, take a drive out to the 
Vancouver Game Farm, located 
at 5048-264th Street in Alder-
grove. 
This 120-acre piece of land is 
filled with a great variety of 
animals from all over the globe. 
There are lions, tigers, zebras, 
elephants, camels and even a 
hippopotamus, just to mention a 
few . 
Also, the game farm has a 
larger and more natural envir-
onment in which the visitor may 
view the animals . 
If you are interested and want 
further information contact the 
Vancouver Game Farm at 
856-6825. 
Dams 
Mercury Sales 
Ltd. 
14530 - 1 04th Ave., Surrey 
6 Blocks West of Guildford. 
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL MK IV 
LINCOLN CONTiNENTAL 
MERCURY MARQUIS 
METEOR CAPRI II MONTEGO 
COMET FORD TRUCKS BOBCAT 
THIS WEEK'S 
USED CAR SPECIALS 
6tf VOLKSWAGEN std. shift. only 
51,000 miles. 
71 COUGAR XR7 2dr. HT, PW- PS-
PB plus tape deck 
69 CHEV. PICKUP 307 V8 
short step side box 
SPECIAL 
15 GOOD USED TRUCKS 
from 1969 to 1974 
SEE "WHAT'S HIS NAME" 
FOR THAT SPECIAL DEAL 
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Season to he jolly? 
BYJOANDAHL 
Pinion Surrey Reporter 
Once again the Christmas season is drawing near and 
holiday spirit flows out to grab everyone by the scruff of 
the neck, except the student. 
It isn't that these poor souls bear any resemblance to 
Scrooge. It's simply "that time of year." 
For with December comes exam week. While everyone 
else can sit back and complain about the mad, mad rush of 
Christmas, the student is anxiously trying his sanity. 
Let us examine an average student and his reactions to 
the Yuletide season. 
Having taken life easy during most of the term he now 
finds that he has, at most, 10 days to complete three 2,000 
word essays and study for his final exams. 
After rigidly scheduling his essay time to allow 
composing 30 words per stop light (if red, 35 for amber) and 
the time needed to cram for the finals he is apt to receive the 
news that his profs have decided they need a few more 
marks to provide a better medium for averaging out the 
grads. 
These quizzes, he is told, will not be difficult but will 
cover the entire content of the course for which, 
incidentally, he does not have any notes. 
Hours of study slowly pass and we realize our student is 
spending more time in the library than any self-respecting 
librarian. 
The Friday prior to exam week finally arrives and he 
slumps to the bulletin board to learn the times of this 
exams. And there he finds he will hav~ six continuous hours 
of exams Monday, and four more hours on Tuesday. 
After recovering from the shock he meanders blindly 
down the hall with his toppling stack of books and notes 
while the ends of his muffler, securely caught somewhere 
in the heap of books, is slowly strangling him. 
Monday does not dawn before our student is up and 
cramming the last morsels of knowledge into his pounding 
head. He is not up early. He simply did not go to bed. The 
last time he had a decent nap was during Friday's English 
exam. 
Exam time finally arrives and our student enters the class 
room with a fist full of pens and pencils, and a thick new 
rubber eraser. 
We wait nervously outside, chiding him for not having 
studied earlier, and wishing we'd put on our snow tires a 
month ago when we'd first intended to. 
Tuesday's last exam is over and our student staggers 
blithely out of the class room in an aura of mild hysteria, 
and out into the world of Christmas. 
When marks are finally received he is perturbed to find 
that his most important course is not listed and he has an 
incomplete in a course he hasn't taken. 
Only then does he discover that according to admissions 
he had inadvertently registered in the wrong course. 
How much can a student take? 
To misquote Tennyson, 
''Ours is not to reason why 
Ours is but to weep and cry!" 
A Merry Christmas to all, from the staff of your friendly 
college newspaper. 
Part-time placements down 
Colorful pink, green, yellow 
and orange papers posted on 
special bulletin boards on all 
three compuses provide inform-
ation concerning part-time jobs 
available to students of Douglas 
College through the students 
placement service. 
BY JANICE MOYLS 
New West Reporter 
Sheila Dennison, the student 
placement counsellor, receives a 
steady stream of part-time 
employment opportunities from 
Manpower and private employ-
ers, offices, department stores, 
recreation centres, labor and 
miscellaneous services, as well 
as from the college itself. 
Sheila is always willing to take 
the time to talk to a student, help 
draw up a resume, fill our a job 
application form or provide any 
other assistance she can. 
The job placement officer does 
not handle career opportunities. 
However , if employers ask for 
information , graduate student 
names are supplied by the 
individual program co-ordin-
ators. Last year between Sept-
ember and May, student place-
ment handled 463 job vacancies 
of which 326 were filled by 
students. 
The general response this 
semester has decreased, partly 
due to the budget controls which 
have cut down the number of 
students that each department of. 
the college is financially able to 
employ. 
Nevertheless, Sheila is busy at 
work and can be contacted at her 
desk at the Counselling Office in 
New Westminster, and every 
Thursday she travels to the 
Richmond cafeteria 9 · 11 :30 
a.m. and the Surrey Counselling 
Center 1 . 4:30p.m. 
for additional information 
phone Sheila at 521-4851. Local 
260. 
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11 What, another bomb scare at Douglas? NonsensE'. II 
Dale Byhre cartoon 
STUDENT CHAIRMAN COMMENTS ON 
Society's gains and losses 
As chairman of the Douglas 
College Student Society, I have 
been able to view the aims, 
achievements, frustrations, 
shortcomings, and failures of 
this body. 
At this time our aims are 
numerous, but in order to fulfill 
them we require more money 
and absolute control over it. 
BYGRANTDAHLING 
Chairman Student Society 
To insure control of funds, a 
business manager (Judy Lowe) 
was hired by the Society to 
oversee the tight control placed 
on the student fees. 
It was hoped that by formal-
izing a policy of controls and 
guidelines we would prevent any 
of the previous abuses of reven-
ues. 
First let me outline the short-, 
comings of the society. 
With a centralized cash flow· 
we could provide: 
- Friday and Saturday even-
ing cabarets on each campus. 
- Noon-hour concerts on a 
regular basis. 
-Open the college's libraries 
for eight hours on Sundays, and 
open a student bookstore on 
Richmond Campus three days a 
week. 
-Set up more integrated and 
diverse student services (espec-
ially housing). 
·....:.. Effectively voice the stu-
dents' views internally and 
provincially. 
- Organize decentralized 
student activity centres to be 
situated near the campuses with 
rooms to rent, pool tables and 
other activities, seminar rooms, 
and pubs, (with access to stu-
dent , faculty and staff) 
-Start a student newspaper. 
- Encourage more clubs to 
provide multi-level activities for 
interested students. 
-Revamp the cafeterias. 
Now let me outline the 
achievements ... 
In the face of an almost 
complete turnover of the Student 
Society's executive, we have: 
- Allocated more money for 
clubs than ever before. 
- Increased grants for 
campus activities. 
-Allocated 10 percent of our 
budget for intermural athletics. 
- Opened the athletic equip-
ment room to the students. 
- Started a scholarship pro-
gram. 
Plans are being made for: 
- A boost to the emergency 
loan fund. 
- A $2,000 expenditure· on 
library services for students 
(type-writers and inter-library 
loans). 
- Encouragement of more 
clubs than ever before. 
- Employment of Douglas 
College students for activities on 
all three campuses. 
- The funding of a student 
newspaper to be started this 
January. 
- A re-structuring of the 
radio club. 
- An afternoon "HAPPY 
HOUR" (yahooo). 
- A pub during Spring 
registration. 
-The publishing of a student 
handbook and an anti-calendar. 
- The creation of a student 
information centre. 
- The formulation of a club 
policy. 
The establishment of a perm-
anent Student Society office at 
New West Campus. 
- Restructuring the constit-
ution. 
Responsible accounting 
procedures on cash controls. 
FAILURES 
We have failed In that we have 
not received mass support for 
long range programmes. Also, 
many problems arise from the 
Society's cumbersome nature: 
three isolated campus councils, 
and a minority executive [myself 
and Bill Hogg] who oversee 
activities and work for the 
benefit of aJJ students. 
It is presently under study that 
we dissolve this set-up and 
throw out the entire constitution 
in favor of a single executive 
body comprised of six members 
elected from the student body as 
a whole; and three members 
elected from each campus to 
represent the interests of the 
students of their campus. 
Under this system all fees and 
revenues collected would be put 
to work in the interests of the 
students as a whole, by: co-
ordinating simultaneous activ-
ities on each campus, being able 
[Please Turn to Page 19] 
The Douglas Pinion is published biweekly, and is dedicated to 
the students, faculty, staff of the three campuses [Surrey, New 
Westminster and Richmond], and to the communities served by 
the Douglas College school districts. The Pinion is written and 
produced by the students of the journalism course under the 
auspices of the college council. News and production offices are 
located at the Surrey campus, Room 602G, 9260 - 140th Street, 
Surrey, B.C., Canada. Mailing address is P.O. Box 2503, New 
Westminster, B.C., V3L 5B2. Phone 588-4411, Local278, Surrey, 
B.C. Telex-043-51296. 
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Editorial board position defended 
Roger Elmes, president of the 
Faculty Association, won "a 
major battle" on behalf of the 
staff and faculty at the college 
council meeting on Dec. 4. 
He prevented a precedent 
being set by the council where 
members of the college could be 
judged in absentia and found 
guilty. 
BY RICHARD DEBOER 
Pinion City Editor 
The situation arose when the 
college council moved and pass-
ed a motion to reprimand the 
Pinion editorial board at the Nov. 
20 council meeting without the 
editorial board being invited to 
answer to the charges against 
them. 
At that meeting Elmes told 
council that as president of the 
faculty association he would do 
everything to prevent the faculty 
association from passing a 
motion of censure or reprimand 
against the college council or the 
administration until the individ-
uals had the right to defend 
themselves. 
"All we desire is equal treat-
ment," he said , and called for 
the college council to immed-
iately rescind the motion of 
reprimand. 
In an interview, Dr. George 
Wootton , the principal , said, 
• 'The procedure is to receive the 
specific concerns of the council 
members with respect to that 
issue (Nov. 7) of The Pinion. 
• 'That would allow the admin-
istration to meet with the edit-
orial board to prepare a report 
replying to the specific con-
cerns." 
He said, "You don't start a 
discussion with a vote of cen-
sure. 
"It was my desire to have 
council outline the concerns so 
on the December 4 council 
meeting they can be presented 
with the editorial board pres-
ent." 
At the council meeting on Dec 
4, the council chairman attempt-
ed to pass the matter over as 
being closed, but Elmes spoke 
out saying, "This is a very 
serious matter. People should 
not be judged in absentia." He 
called for the motion of repri-
mand to be rescinded. 
J.P. Daem, council chairman, 
responded, saying, "Thank you 
for your letter but we don't tell 
you how to run your association: 
we would appreciate it if you 
don 't tell us how to run our 
council. The matter is closed." 
At this point council member 
Fred Gingell gave his support 
saying, "The letter is valid and 
proper and a valid concern. I had 
hoped we would start this 
evening by rescinding this 
motion. " 
Wootton said, "The motion 
was made at the wrong time," 
and he also called for the motion 
to be rescinded. 
A motion by J .H. Sutherland 
was then passed for the previous 
motion of reprimand against the 
editorial board to be rescinded. 
Council member Sutherland 
then made a new motion that the 
editorial board be reprimanded 
for violating the editorial policy. 
Ceramic students 
• • v1s1t museum 
As if whisked away by magic 
carpet , Douglas College cer-
amics students found them-
selves transported back in time 
to ancient Persia and other parts 
of Asia, when they visited 
Langley Museum recently with 
ceramics teacher Fred Owen. 
BY NERINE HERTING 
Pinion Staff Writer 
On display in the gallery was a 
unique and beautiful selection of 
pots and tools from early cult-
ures of Asia, presented by the 
Vancouver Society for Asian Art. 
The most outstanding exhibit 
was a rare piece from Amlash, 
south-west of the Caspian Sea: a 
ritual drinking cup in the form of 
. a beaked, humped bull with 
horns, in burnished terra cotta, 
dated 1000 B.C. Its pure and 
simple lines were exquisite. 
From the same area, the art of 
which has only come to light over 
the last 15 years, was a flat-
beaked bowl resembling a turtle, 
also in burnished terra cotta. 
Copper glazed lamps, plates, 
bowls and sauces, some blue, 
some turquoise, came from early 
Islamic ruins near Nishapur, the 
burial place of poet, Omar 
Khayyam . 
From the Sung and Yuan 
Dynasties, China, where jarlets, 
pots and plates with raised 
dragon and fish designs . 
There were blankets with the 
wild pony design, and the 
striking head , hunter designed 
blankets from Borneo. both 
designs still used , as well as a 
ceremonial skirt from ancient 
China. 
Iron age pottery, dated 1500 
B.C. found in the Phillipines 
contrasted with the lead glazed 
multi-colored wares from 
Mesopotamia and other parts of 
the Middle East, dated 8th- 11th 
Century A.D. 
And there were many more of 
equial fascination. 
The students, already famUiar 
with the historical aspects, were 
given a guided tour by the owner 
of several of the exhibits, Jean 
Fahmi, who had spent a number 
of years in Asia. 
Girl hoopsters 
win & lose 
The Douglas girls basketball 
team won one and lost one in 
exhibition games recently. 
In the two games played in 
December, the hoopsters won 
28-18 against Marion High, 
before dropping the second 
41-11. . 
Carol Ouellette, student coach 
of the girls team, told the Pinion 
that "we were shooting but they 
just weren't going in'', in the 
loss to Columbia Bible. 
"We would like to see some 
spectators. Our next game is 
Jan. 9 against VCC at the New 
Westminster Arenex. Girls at 6 
p.m., boys at 7:30 p.m.," she 
said. 
ROGER ELMES 
... equal treatment 
Further discussion was raised as 
a result of this motion with 
Gingell and Wootton speaking 
against it. 
Following the discussion, the 
motion was nevertheless passed 
a second time but this time the 
editorial board had an opport-
unity to speak in their defence. 
According to Elmes, if the 
original motion was allowed to 
stand it would have set a 
precedent where members ofthe 
staff or faculty could be judged 
without a hearing. 
Della Mattia 
Icicles habit 
Gerry Della Mattia, Director 
of Admissions at Douglas, has 
been acclaimed winner of the 
"Stop Smoking" contest spon-
sored by the admissions' con-
tinuing education offices . 
Starting November 3, 1975, 
fonr contestants in the above 
named office, three of whom 
desire to remain anonymous, 
began a campaign to "stop 
smoking" . 
After a week of abstinence, it 
was admitted by three contest-
ants that they were indeed 
sneaking cigarettes. 
It has now been unanimously 
decided that Gerry Della Mattia 
who has only had one cigarette, 
is the victor. He has kicked the 
habit. 
CAN'T FIND 
THE CAR 
YOU 
WANT? 
If I don't have it, 
I'll get it. 
Call URBAN at 
467- 3401 
or 
524 - 1616 
GOLDEN EARS MOTORS 
HANEY 
AMC & JEEP CENTRE 
D-1773 
Residents input 
needed for road 
BY MARGARET REYNOLDS 
Pinion Staff Writer 
For many students at Douglas 
College in Surrey • 'pot-hole 
dodging" is part of attending 
this campus if they wish to use 
the school parking lot on 92nd 
Ave . 
As a campus entrance, the 
gravel roadway leaves a lot to be 
desired. In fact it could be said 
that most of the time it re-
sembles the car torture tests 
seen on TV. 
The problem stems from the 
fact that this portion of 92 Ave. 
falls under a "local improvement 
by-law," which means that res-
idents must make application 
before any improvement such as 
paving is even considered. 
Surrey Municipality Roads 
Engineer R. Chaboyer said in an 
interview that under this by-law 
the municipality pays a portion 
of the costs incurred, with the 
residents carrying the remainder 
over a period of 10 years in their 
taxes. 
He said they did have an 
application on file from Douglas 
College requesting paving, but 
no interest has been shown by 
the residents to date. 
An interview with several of 
the residents indicates there is 
"indeed" interest in paving this 
section of road, and commun-
ication, or lack of it, seems to be 
part of the problem. 
Bob Lisson, assistant Bursar 
at Douglas, said that negotiat-
ions have resumed and Surrey's 
engineering department is 
taking a good look at the whole 
situation. 
A great deal depends on the 
total cost of the project as there 
are so few residents on the street 
at the present time. 
It is hoped the municipality 
will be generous and recognize 
the urgent need of a paved road 
outside the campus, as grading 
seems almost a waste oftime and 
money with the amount of traffic 
generated by the college. 
In this case a paved road isn't 
a luxury- it's a necessity. 
TACO 
VILLAGE 
Foods From Mexico 
FULL 
DINING ROOM FACILITIES 
TAKE OUT 
COUNTER SERVICE 
WE ARE LOCATED AT 
9059 KING GEORGE HIGHWAY 
IN SURREY 
TELEPHONE - 591-1210. 
~·· -- - l 
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RECORDS 
•
------- BY CHRIS PENN ______ _. 
Pinion StaHWriter 
ELTON JOHN - Rock Of The Westies 
AS THE NUMBER ONE HIT-MAKER OF THE 70'S, ELTON 
JOHN often finds himself with the difficult problem of' 'what to do 
for an encore" , and somehow he always seems to come up with 
the answer. 
E.J. can now add Rock of the Westles to his already awesome 
list of incredibly successful albums, and not without reason . The 
little fellow with the peculiar collection of glasses still knows what 
it is the public wants to hear. 
His previous LP Captain Fantastic and the Brown Dirt Cowboy, 
was aimed at fans of Elton John, the balladeer. Rock of the 
Westles is aimed at fans of Elton John, the rock musician, and 
certainly those fans won 't be disappointed. This effort has to be 
EJ's best since the Good-bye YeDow Brick Road album , which I 
think will remain unsurpassed by all performers for a good long 
time. _, 
The single Island Girl is only a sampling of the kind of music to 
be found on Rock of the Westles. Grow Some Funk of Your Own is 
my personal favorite, a hard-hitting, crunching rocker good 
enough to compare to Saturday Night's Alright For Fighting and 
The Bitch Is Back. 
Other highlights include Hard Luck Story, BUiy Bones and the 
White Bird, and a medley of three songs: YeD Help, Wednesday 
Night, and Ugly, every one of which is a fine example of top 
quality, high energy Elton John material. 
But if you are a die-hard enthusiast of Elton John ballads, don't 
despair yet. Two of the nine songs on the album fall into that 
catefory, and one, I Feel Like a BuUet [In the Gun of Robert Ford] 
compares favorably with tfie likes of Don't Let The Sun Go Down 
On Me and Someone Saved My Life Tonight. 
It wouldn 't be right to give plaudits to only Elton John for this 
album. The other members of the E.J. band are excellent 
musicians and have made people forget all about Dee Murray and 
Nigel Olsson. They are drummer Roger Pope, keyboard man 
James Newton-Howard, guitarist Caleb Quaye, guitarist Dave 
Johnstone and percussionist Ray Cooper, the only holdovers from 
the old band, and bassist Keuny Passerelli, a former member of 
the local group Spring (of A Country Boy Named WUiy fame) . 
The Elton John band has a winner in Rock of the Westies. It 
looks as if the greatest musical dynasty in recent years will 
continue for some time yet. 
THE EDGAR WINTER GROUP WITH RICK DERRINGER 
SINCE HIS ARRIVAL ON THE ROCK MUSIC SCENE, EDGAR 
WINTER has never made a habit of putting out two albums in a 
row with the same sort of content. 
The tradition continues with this new album, although there are 
definite reminders of past Winter material tossed in for good 
measure. 
What makes this album different is that it reveals a much 
quieter Edgar Winter group than rock fans have grown 
accustomed to. 
Of course, we 've seen the occasional sampling ofthis side of the 
group on earlier albums (such songs as Autumn and Someone 
Take My Heart Away) , but a good half of this album is devoted to a 
brand of music designed to be listened to with the volume on low. 
The best song of this type is undoubtedly Nothing Good Comes 
Easy. 
The rest of the album is good old loud Edgar Winter as we know 
him. Let's Do It Together Again heads the list of old guard Winter 
material. 
The members of the band, Winter, Derringer, Dan Hartman, 
and Chuck Ruff all excel in their musicianship, and to show it off, 
the album features one instrumental number called Chalnsaw. 
However, the memory of the excellence of Frankenstein causes 
this composition to come across as something of a disappoint-
ment. 
This new album, although not as good as. They Only Come Out 
At Night, is a least slightly better than the group 's last LP, Shock 
Treatment. The Edgar Winter Group seems to handle the slow 
paced material even better than their raunchy rock'n'roll. 
Perhaps it's a sign of things to come. After all , Winter has already 
explored most other avenues of music. 
FREDDIE FENDER ••• Before The Next Teardrop FaDs 
FOR OLD STYLE COUNTRY ENTHUSIASTS who are looking 
for some easy listening music, Freddie Fender's Before The Next 
Teardrop FaDs just may fit the bill . 
Fender has a quavering but pleasant voice and performs several 
old country tunes, along with some new material. 
One song, Wasted Days and Wasted Nights, which has gained a 
good deal of acceptance on both country and pop record charts , 
has a melody which is faintly reminiscent of Fats Domino's 
Blueberry IDD. 
The remainder of the album leans decidedly more to country 
than pop . Even Bobby VInton's Roses Are Red has been given a 
country flavor . ' 
Other songs include You Can't Get Here From There, Wild Side 
Of Life, Before The Next Teardrop FaDs, Please Don't TeD Me 
How The Story Ends, I Love My Rancho Grande, and Eddy 
Arnold's oldie, Then You Can TeD Me Good-bye. 
The album is reasonably performed, from Fender ' s vocals 
through the supporting musicians, although the back-up vocals do 
tend to get a little shrill in places. 
Special thanks to Muntz Tape Centre, 13912 - 104th Ave., 
Surrey, . for use of their tapes and faclUtles • 
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B.C. student federation 
becoming s·trong voice 
At the general meeting of the 
British Columbia Association of 
Student Unions held at Simon 
Fraser University in March, 
1975, it was resolved that the 
BCASU reorganize into a legally 
incorporated society. 
This new society was to be 
known as the British Columbia 
Student Federation, comprised 
of democratically-controlled 
student societies that would 
govern the Federation. 
The purpose of the BCSF .is 
primarily to protect the rights 
and interests of students , and to 
improve the standard of educa-
tion at the post-secondary level. 
Among the goals it seeks to 
achieve are the unity of the 
student movement, equality of 
access to post-secondary instit-
utions, and academic freedom 
through institutional democracy. 
The second constitutional 
conference of the BCSF was held 
at Malaspina College in 
Nanaimo on the weekend of 
Sept. 22. 
The main concerns discussed 
at Malaspina were inter-campus 
communication, transferability, 
post-secondary financing, stu-
dent employment, housing, and 
the status of women. 
The present lack of commun-
ication between students 
throughout the province was 
seen as a major problem facing 
the BCSF. 
To help deal with this, Cam 
Beck, a Canadian University 
Press field worker, will be trav-
elling around the province, 
helping to set up student news-
papers . 
As for transferability inform-
ation, a caucus has been set up 
that will be working on a booklet 
to provide students . with the 
information they need on the 
transferability of their courses. 
BY TERRY GLAVIN 
Pinion StaHWriter 
The financing of post-sec-
ondary institutions promoted 
much discussion at the confer• 
ence. There was a great deal of 
discontentment over the recent 
cut-backs. 
It was seen that the nature of 
the college system was being 
undermined by the reductions, 
in that one area of education was 
bein~ favored over another. 
It was resolved that the 
individual member unions en-
courage college administrations 
to adhere to the comprehensive, 
integrated nature of community 
colleges. 
The BCSF has already 
succeeded In gaining represent-
ation on the appeals committee 
of the Canada Student Loans 
Program, a government pro-
gram that was seen to be totally 
Inadequate. The BCSF plans to 
pressure the provincial and 
federal governments to substan-
tlaUy review the financial aid 
program. 
Pertinent to the issue of rising 
costs in education, a student 
employment committee was est-
ablished to research and assess 
A SMALL TOKEN 
the needs of students, with 
regard to employment. 
The housing committee con-
cluded that students in need of 
housing are facing incredible 
problems, and the BCSF will 
oppose any attempts to raise the 
present 10.6 percent rent ceil-
ing. 
A policy was · adopted to 
investigate the possibility of 
obtaining funds to build low-cost 
housing for students, old age 
pensioners, and low-income 
groups. 
The discussion of the women's 
caucus centered around daycare 
facilities , rape, and the role of 
women's organizations. Along 
with proposals concerning these 
issues , a proposal was put 
forward that the status of women 
become a long·termpriority with 
the BCSF. 
The general consensus was 
that the conference was a con-
structive one, and that the BCSF 
Is rapidly becoming an audible 
political voice for British 
Columbia students. 
The BCSF plans to fmance 
itself by the member unions, 
who will pay SO cents for each 
student attending their instit-
utions. 
Grant Dahllng, Douglas 
CoDege Student Society Chair-
man, Is a member of the BCSF 
executive, and he can be reached 
at the Student Society omce at 
522-6038 for further Information · 
on the activities of the BCSF. 
TO ·sHOW OUR APPRECIATION. 
TO 
DOUGLAS COLLEGE 
STAFF & STUDENTS 
FREE 
COFFEE & SHORTBREAD 
BEST WISHES 
FOR 
THE HOLIDAY SEASON 
NEL'S ENTERPRISES 
& STAFF 
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CAUSES EXAMINED r 
Child abuse a_ widespread problem 
The following are excerpts 
from a paper written by Cathy 
Barker for Psychology 100, 
Jay McGilvery, Instructor. It 
is not intended to shock the 
reader but merely serve as a 
terse reminder that the hol-
iday season is not sweetness 
and light for every child. 
THE DIMENSIONS 
OF CHILD ABUSE 
In 1962, an editorial in the 
Journal ofthe American Medical 
Association suggested that when 
the full range becomes known, it 
is likely that the Battered Child 
Syndrome will be found to be 
a more frequent cause of death 
than such well recognized and 
thoroughly studied diseases as 
leukemia, cystic fibrosis and 
muscular dystrophy. 
BY CArnY BARKER 
It may well rank with auto-
mobile accidents and the toxic 
and i~fectious encephalides as 
causes of acquired disturbances 
of the central nervous system. 
(Fontana 1973) 
In New York City in 1970, 
there were almost 2,800 cases of 
chlld abuse reported, or about 
350 c.ses per ndlllon population. 
Baslng her figures on a Canadian 
population of 21,377,000, Stolk 
[1972] states that there could be 
as many as 7,842 cases of child 
abuse reported in Canada per 
year. 
According to the Simon Fraser 
Health Unit in Coquitlam, there 
were 180 reported cases of child 
abuse in British Columbia in 
1974. About 12 of these resulted 
in death of the infant. Many 
more children suffered lasting 
physical or mental impairment. 
These figures are horrifying 
when you realize that each 
number represents a child. The 
words "reported cases" glared 
out from each set of statistics I 
perused and all of the experts 
suggest that the available fig-
ures are merely the ''tip of the 
iceberg". Fontana (1973) pro-
poses that fully four-fifths of 
abuses go undetected. 
WHY PARENTS 
BEAT THEIR 
CHILDREN 
When I first gave any thought 
to the why behind the abuse of 
children, the one emotion I was 
amazed to feel was sympathy, 
and to a lesser degree, empathy 
with the parents. 
I truly believe that there are 
few things more wearying and 
frustrating in our society than 
dealing day by day with very 
young children. Part of the 
problem is the complete lack of 
training available for thls very 
exacting job. 
Contributing to the panic 
enveloping immature and ill-
prepared parents is the popular 
myth of what motherhood is. 
How bewildered a young mother 
feels when she compares the 
reality of her daily existence wjth 
what everyone ~old her would be 
a creative, mind expanding 
experience. 
Long written off as a typical 
female complaint, post-partum 
depression is now recognized as 
a severe trauma that in some 
extreme cases can lead young 
women to mental illness. (Bakan 
1971) 
Many new mothers, while 
suffering in this state, are made 
to feel singularly inadequate by 
their husbands, family and 
friends. A hopeless feeling -
the cause of which lies scream-
ing in the crib nearby. 
The best estimates available 
indicate that 10 percent of our 
population is sufficiently dis-
turbed to need psychiatric care 
at one time or another. 
{DeCourcy 1973) 
The incidence of alcoholism is 
high and some members of the 
first generation that turned on to 
large scale use of drugs have 
now become parents - probably 
quite by accident. 
So, as well as ordinary normal 
people, some parents are psy-
chotic, drunk or under the 
influence of drugs, attempting to 
cope with the stress of being a 
parent. 
Their reactions to their child-
ren's annoying behaviour are 
often quick and brutal. In other 
instances the child and its needs 
are merely ignored by these 
disturbed people. 
In thls age of increasing 
numbers of single parents, there 
looms another reason why chlld-
ren are beaten. So many chlldren 
find themselves with a variety of 
"new" mothers and fathers and 
are often severely maltreated at 
the hands of these psuedo 
step-parents. 
If dealing with one's own 
children presents a feeling of 
exasperation, trying to maintain 
patience and control with some-
one else's child requires super 
human effort. 
Steele and Pollack (1968) 
studied intensively sixty families 
in which significant abuse of 
infants had occured. The most 
illuminating aspect oftheir study 
focused on the relationship be-
tween the child and the abusive 
adult. 
It was clear that the parents 
expected and demanded too 
much from their infants and 
children. Not only is the demand 
for performance great, but 
absolutely beyond the ability of 
the child. 
Parents deal with the chlld as 
If he were much older than he 
really is, and thls observation 
leads to an impression that the 
parent feels insecure and unsure 
of being loved and looks to the 
child as a source of reassurance, 
comfort and loving response. 
[Steele et al1968] Of course, the 
chlld is unable to meet these 
unreasonable tasks and as a 
result suffers a variety of tort-
ures. 
Stolk ( 1972) states that the 
clue to understanding the acts of 
such a parent is that the parent 
feels justified; he feels right-
eous; he feels not only that he is 
doing the right thing but that 
there is a necessity for him to 
have done what he did. 
A most significant reason why 
parents beat their children is the 
fact that so many of them were 
abused themselves in childhood. 
Without exception in the afore-
mentioned study group, there 
was .a history of having been 
raised in the same style which 
the parents have recreated in the 
pattern of rearing their own 
children. (Steel et al.1968) 
Many battering parents have 
been taught that they must be 
"good" parents, although they 
are not sure of their parental 
abilities . 
The child's behaviour is used 
to verify these abilities and as 
long as he meets the parent's 
need, the relationship is smooth. 
by misbehaving or disobeying-
even by inability to comprehend 
- the "good" parent is threat-
ened. (Stolk 1972) 
Actually, the parents are 
supported in thls belief by our 
society. Unquestioning obed· 
ience to authority Is the way our 
lives are structured from the 
beginning and adherence to 
arbitrary rules and regulations is 
reinforced by the school system 
as weD as churches and govern· 
ment. 
The idea put forth in each book 
I read on this subject seems to be 
that the abuse of children is 
merely an extreme form of the 
accepted method of raising 
children in our society. 
Every new mother is caution· 
ed about "spoiling" the baby by 
picking it up when it cries and 
feeding it whenever it is hungry. 
And so it seems an impossible 
task to explain fully the reason 
children are beaten by adults. 
The abusing parent is not one 
type of person but can run the 
gamut from emotionally immat-
ure or psychotic to mentally 
deficient or rigid disciplinarian. 
(Fontana 1973) 
I think the soaring statistics ol 
abuse are symptoms of our 
u~happy times and the violence 
that seems to be engulfing the 
world. 
CONSEQUENCES 
OF CHILD ABUSE 
The sinister assortment of 
abuses inflicted on children is 
impossible to document fully . 
But what is it like to be the 
battered child? 
Perhaps the most obvious 
consequence of mistreatment Is 
the physical damage done to a 
child. Some children are forced 
to go through life with faces and 
bodies disfigured by bums, with 
one or more limbs shorter than 
the other, missing fingers and a 
myriad of unspeakable traumas. 
Granted , a person can live 
with these results of vituperation 
but not as happily or comfortably 
as the rest of us. A more serious 
consequence is the brain dam-
age that some abused children 
withstand. Dodson (1970) 
states that the first five years of a 
child's life are the most import-
ant years- the formative years . 
His basic personality structure 
has been formed and will deter-
mine to a large extent how 
seccessful he will be throughout 
school and in later life. 
So these thousands of abused 
children who somehow manage 
to survive a childhood of terror 
cannot be termed normal adults. 
The child who survives maltreat-
ment rarely recovers from it -
he is permanently damaged in 
body, brain or psyche and 
sometimes in all three. (Fontana 
1973) 
A few examples of chlldren 
who survived a chlldhood riddled 
with maltreatment are James 
Earl Ray, Arthur Bremer, Sirhan 
B. Sirhan, Lee Harvey Oswald 
and John Wllkes Booth. [Font· 
ana 1973] 
Research has shown that the 
child who experiences violence 
has the potential of becoming a 
violent member of society in the 
future. In a not yet validated 
pilot study, 100 juvenile offend-
ers were interviewed by social 
workers and psychiatrists. 
Over 80 percent of these 
youths gave a history of being 
subjected to physical ·abuse at 
the hands oftheir parents. About 
40 percent could recall having 
been knocked unconscious by 
one or the other parent. 
The phenomenon of child 
battering takes place within 
a much larger field of child 
abuse, of which it forms the most 
serious section as well as the 
most difficult to expose. It is not 
only the immediate abuse that 
has to be recognized, but also its 
tragic aftermath. 
SOLUTION TO THE 
PROBLEM 
When I began this report, I too 
felt the solution to the abuse of 
children was simple and straight 
forward. Remove the child from 
his volatile environment, punish 
the parents and everyone could 
live happily every after. 
However, after reading so 
many experts' experiences with 
battered children and their par-
ents, I can see that no simple 
solution will ever be found. 
It does seem that any 
approach to chlld protection has 
to focus on the abusing adult. 
Understanding and treating the 
parents' psychological problems 
can stop the vicious circle of 
abuse once and for all. [Helfer et 
al1974] 
Recently, groups of parents 
have banded together to try to 
help each other. Working on the 
same premise as Alcoholics 
Anonymous, these men and 
women. are encouraged to call on 
each other for support before any 
abuse to their children can occur. 
Treatment by professionals 
has been effective. Drs. Steele 
and Pollack report that three-
quarters of their patients were 
treated successfully but the time 
needed to affect such treatment 
is a disadvantage. 
To me, the crux of the problen1 
is treating not only the individual 
parents but our entire apathetic 
society. (Cathy describes the 
plight of Mark, an eight-year-old 
Kitsilano boy who was dis-
covered suffering from malnu-
trition in September, 1975). 
Presumably, he was in full 
view of many people from time to 
time -perhaps daily - and yet 
no one helped him. Why? How 
can people walk away from a 
child so obviously in need of 
assistance? 
The history of the way children 
have been treated down through 
the ages Is appalling. Fontana 
[1973] states that not untll1874 
was any law enacted for the 
protection of chlldren and 100 
years later we face the horrifying 
statistics outlined previously. 
In order to arrest the numbers 
of these miserable children, 
people have to be taught to care 
about each other and not be 
afraid to "butt in" or get 
involved. 
Above all, people must be 
trained in the art of being a 
parent and instructed that child-
ren are individuals and not 
pieces of property. 
I sometimes wonder if there 
should not be a re-examination 
of this concept of parents' 
inherent right to raise a child 
their own way. Maybe there 
should be something that has 
been termed the Children's Bill 
of Rights. 
Child maltreatment has a 
great deal to do with all of us. By 
ignoring the pllght of such 
chlldren, we are leaving our own 
offspring to live with and deal 
with severely disturbed individ-
uals. The circle has to stop and 
can do so only by society 
demanding that chlldren receive 
the protection they have a right 
to. 
Talent 
evident 
at pla_ys 
BY NERINE BERTING 
Pinion Staff Writer 
Plenty of talent was evident on 
Saturday night in the Surrey 
campus student lounge, where 
the theatre students staged four 
amusing one-act plays. 
Under the overall direction of 
Dorothy Jones and student 
director, Michael Carruthers, 
the plays Babel Rap by John 
Lazarus, The Line, by Gilbert 
Murray, Overtones, by Alice 
Gerstenberg, and I'm Herbert, 
by Robert Anderson, were all 
very well done. 
It was impossible to decide 
which was the best. 
The four-room complex pro-
vides an ideally relaxed setting 
for the students, many of whom 
were participating in their first 
appearance. 
Dorothy Jones and all those 
involved are to be congratulated 
on a very fine performance. 
On Friday, December 12th, 
and Saturday December 13th, 
the theatre section will present 
the very popular show "I Am 
Woman", which was originally 
staged last September. This 
program will also be held in the 
student lounge on Surrey 
campus. Curtain time is 8:30 
p.m. 
Tickets are available from 
theatre students or at the door. 
Refreshments will be available. 
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GET SET FOR JANUARY 
- ·they pay Pinion want ads. don't cost 
. . 
I 
I . ~------------------------------------------------------------------~ FOR • STUDENTS • STAFF • FACULTY 
------------------------------------, 
Some Classifications 
° For Rent- Apartments, Homes, Etc. 
0 Room & Board 
0 Help Wanted 
0 Employment Wanted 
0 licensed Day Care 
° Fine Arts 
0 Coming Events 
° For Sale Miscellaneous 
0 Wanted Miscellaneous 
0 Swaps 
° Fruit, JV.eat or Vegetables For Sale 
0 Pets For Sale 
° Free Pets 
0 Lost & Found 
0 Books, Coins, Stamps 
0 Recreational Equipment 
0 Bicycles For Sale 
0 J\t1otorcycles For Sale 
0 Cars For Sale 
0 Trucks & Vans For Sale 
0 Wanted- Bicycles, J\t1otorcycles 
0 Wanted- Cars, Trucks, Vans Etc. , 
AND MANY MORE CLASSIFICATIONS 
ADS WILL BE ENTERED ON A 
FIRST COME FIRST SERVE BASIS 
WANT AD ORDER FORM I 
NAI\I\E ..................................................................... . 
DEPARTMENT ........................................................... . 
STUDENT D FACULTY D STAFF D 
CL.ASSIFICA TION ........................................................ . 
Please Print or Type Ad In Space Below 
CLIP THIS COUPON AND KEEP FOH FIRST 
EDITION 1~ SEPTK'\1BEH 
I 
THE PINION, Thursday, December 11 , 1975 
Counsellors are available at campuses day and 
evening by appointment 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, contact the 
Admissions Office (588-6404), or telephone your 
nearest campus for counselling information. 
WE OFFER: 
(A) · Special community courses at the request of individuals and groups - often in 
co-operation with your school district's adult education division. 
(B) ·'Credit courses'' from our curriculum (over 400 courses available) at special times 
and locations. 
WE INVITE: . 
Your request for details of existing programs and courses; for new credit and non-credit 
courses and programs; for visits by our Continuing Education Program staff and faculty 
members. 
HOW TO REGISTER: 
January 17, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. !New Westminster campus only) 
Late registration January 19. 22, starting at 6 p.m. at each campus . 
NOTE: Classes commence week of January 19, 1976. 
Classes held in off-campus locations or starting on other dates will register half an hour 
before class at those locations on the first class night. YOU ARE REQUESTED TO 
REGISTER PRIOR TO ATTENDING YOUR FIRST CLASS. 
January 23 is the deadline for registration of part-til}le students. Registration may be 
effected after that date with instructor's permission and subject to a late registration fee 
of $10. 
SPECIAL WARNING: 
NOTE: Courses numbered 200 or higher may have a prerequisite. Consult the College 
calendar for details. 
ELIGIBILITY: 
Who can take Community "Credit Free" courses? 
Anyone- these courses are designed to meet the needs of specific groups and if you can 
benefit from and contribute to the course you are eligible. 
Who can take "Credit" courses and programs? 
a( People between IS and 18 years who have been out of school for a year or more. 
or 
b) People 19 years and over 
CAMPUS LOCATIONS 
NEW WESTMINSTER 
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Eighth Ave. & McBride Blvd. Phone 521-4851 
SURREY 9260 - 140 Street Phone 588-4411 
RICHMOND745 Elmb. Phone 273-5461 
or 
c) People ... :ith Secondary School Graduation with not more than one deficiency. 
FEE: 
Each credit is $10 (senior citizens, $3) plus a $3 activity fee for the semester. 
COURSE HOURS: 
Douglas College operates from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m .. and part-time students may take 
courses at their convenience during this period. Evening classes are scheduled in 
two-hour or three-hour blocks with a standard pattern of one or two classes a week for 
each CO!;,Irse. Classes commence January i9. 
TIMETABLE: 
The complete day and night timetable is available at all three campuses. 
CAREER AND UNIVERSI'TY-TRANSFER PROGRAMS: 
Career programs have been developed with the assistance of responsbile employment 
fields. These include Accounting, Childcare Worker, Commerce and Business 
Administration, Community-Service Worker, Construction Management, Criminology, 
Day-Care Worker/ Supervisor, Fashion Design and Clothing Technology, Fire Science, 
Graphic and Communication Arts. Interior Design, Management Certificate Program, 
Marketing. Nursing. Visual Art, Vocational Rehabilitation Counselling. Douglas 
College has received recognition from the four B.C. universities for transfer purposes at 
the first-year and second-year levels. 
COURSES FOR SHIFT WORKERS: 
Certain courses are scheduled day and night by special arrangement so that shift 
workers may attend classes on a swing-shift basis. These classes end with the suffix 60 
(as"in PSY 200-60) for easy identification. 
COURSES FOR GENERAL INTEREST: 
You may take any Douglas College credit course as an "audit student". This means that 
while you are expected to participate, you will not be graded or asked to write 
examinations and assignments. Fees for audit students are the same as those for 
students who wish to receive credit toward a College diploma or a certificate. 
• 
PREPARE YOURSELF FOR 
EXPANDING EMPLOYMENT 
COURSES FOR GROUPS WORKING WITH THE OLDER PERSON 
If a group of people working with older people such as extended care personnel. 
volunteers. or welfare employees. wishes to have a course or workshop run specifically 
to meet their needs this can be arranged. Time. place. length and course content can be 
·'tailor-made·· to suit your requirements. For further information. please call 588-6404. 
COURSES FOR THE OLDER PERSON: 
A number of courses and programmes for and on behalf of the older person are in 
operation year round. Phone 588-6404 for further information. 
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT CAREER PROGRAMS CERTIFICATE 
PROGRAM: 
This program provides an opportunity for persons working in the construction industry 
in any area- be it that of tradesman. sales of services or equipment. or office work- to 
gain training in management in this industry. The only pre-requisite is six years' 
experience in the industry. 
There are 10 courses, covering such subjects as estimating. scheduling. project and 
contract managment. and labor relations . Y.ou may take all 10 courses or just sample 
those of immediate use in your business or for your job advancement. They are offered 
on both Surrey and New Westminster campuses. Completion of the 10 courses makes 
you eligible for the Certificate in Construction Management from Douglas College. 
DIPLOMA PROGRAM: 
This program provides pre-employment training for persons planning to enter the 
construction management field . For information. phone 588-6404 . 
. 
FIRE SCIENCE CAREER PROGRAM: 
Dougla~ College again offers courses in the Fire Science Program to provide training to 
person-. working in the fields of lire investigation. fire prevention. fire suppression. fire 
insurance. and organizational aspects of agencies within the fire community . If you have 
made a career of one ofthc~c tire -related fields. or if you desire to do so. the organization 
of thc-.c cour\C\ will enable you to pattern a program of studies closely matching your 
tiel <I of intcrc \t. The program provides in -depth studies of each of the areas of chemistry 
of fire. fire insurance. fire prevention , fire suppression, fire investigation , and business 
and technical communications. This makes it an ideal pre-training or in-service training 
venture for anyone employed in a fire prevention insurance role as fire investigator , 
security agent. or volunteer firefighter. For information , phone 588-6404. 
DAY CARE !Pre-School) SUPERVISOR TRAINING: 
This Douglas College Certificate program, approved by the Community Care Facilities 
Licensing Board. prepares for employment in Day Care Centres, Nursery Schools, 
Private Kindergartens and other licensed pre-school centres. 
Equivalency for previous training and transferability into the full-time program can be 
arranged. 
Each applicant must be interviewed before enrollment, and, in accordance with 
C.C.F.L. B. requirements. a certificate of health is necessary. Class size is limited. 
For further information and / or to schedule an interview, phone Douglas College 
Admissions Office at 588-6404. 
Interviews held August 25 - September 3, 1975. 
For further information on the other career programs. phone 588-6404. 
GENE RAL EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT TESTS: 
The General Educational Development Tests which are written monthly provide an 
opportunity for many adults who did not graduate from secondary school to earn an 
official document stating that they have a grade XII secondary school equivalency 
standing . This may assist them in qualifying for better jobs, for promotions within their 
own organizations. and in applying for admission to post-secondary educational 
institutions . 
Applicants must meet the following three requirements at the time of application: 
1) Minimumageof l9 
2) British Columbia residency of at least six months 
3) Out of school for at least one full academic year. 
For further information and an·application to write the G. E.D. Tests, contact Continuing 
Education Programmes. 588-4411. 
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BUSINESS 
ACCOUNTING- A GUIOE FOR SMALL BUSINESSES 
Thi, ~.·nurse i'\ dl~~i~nl•d 1t1 hdp nutna~e.·r, pl:111 and rnntrol 
the finam . .'ial side uf thl'ir hlhinl'''· F.mptra'i' i'\ on 
general hu~inc~' pra-.:tkc~. finandal \latcmcnt' and 
al·c..·ounting prim:iplc'\. 
Plaee: Dougla' College . Surr<:.l' campo' 
Room: 104 Time: '7 :00 . 10:00 p.m . 
Dale: Thursda"'· Fehruan 2h · March II 
Fee: S25 . · Sessions: 3 
IMiruclor: Peter Henderson 
PERSONAL FINANCES- A GUIDE FOR CONSUMERS 
This course is designed to help cnn,umer' plan and meet 
their personal financial objective\ . Emphasi' i' on goal 
setting. budgeting. investing. estate planning and 
effective usc of credit. 
Plaee: Douglas College. New Westminster campus 
Room:l08 · Tlme:7:00·10:00p.m. 
Dale: Thursdays. February 12 . March II 
Fee: S20 Sessions: S 
lnalructor: Murray Leslie 
ALL ABOUT COMPUTERS - FOR ANYONE! 
This short course provides an introduction to computer 
data processing principles and techniques. Emphasis is 
on the basic workings of the computer and how a program 
is written . 
Plare: Douglas College. Surrey campus 
Room: 104 Time: 7:00 · 10:00 p .m. 
Dale: Tuesdays. February 3 · 24 
Fee: SIS Se .. lona: 4 
lnalructor: Helen Dunbar 
COMMUNITY GROUPS- A LEARNING EXPERIENCE 
Participation in this workshop will help executives to plan, 
organize and run their community associations more 
effectively. Emphasis is on organizational requirements, 
people needs and administrative concerns. 
Plare: Douglas College. Surrey campus 
Room:414 Time: 7:00·10:00p.m. 
Date: Tuesdays, February 3 . 17 
Fee: SIS.OO 
,lnatruclor: Lynn R. Leavens 
PUBLICITY AND PUBLIC RELATIONS 
Sessions: 3 
A short course designed to help you give your organization 
maximum publicity in your community . It will provide 
answers to questions like: Who do you contact in the news 
media? What is really newswonhy? How do you prepare a 
news release? How do you apply public relations in the 
media? 
Plare: Douglas College. Surrey campus 
Room: S204 Time: 8:00· I O:OOp.m . 
Dale: Thursday. January IS· March 4 " 
Fee: S20 Seaalona: 8 
Instructor: Roy Jacques. C.J .J .C. Radio 
(:ONSTRU<:TION 
ESTIMATING I- COM 360- SO 
Fundamentals of Construction'" Estimating (quantity 
take-ofO. use of estimating sheets and preparation of a 
general estimate. Students should have experience in the 
construction industry or permission of instructor as a 
pre-requisite . 
Pl..,.,: Douglas College. Surrey campus 
Room:417 Tlme:7:00-10:00p.m. 
Dale: Wednesdays. January 21 - April 21 
Fee: S33 Seulona: IS 
lnatructor: Casey Vanden Brock 
SPECIFICATION READING 
The latest information on how spcdfh .. ·ations are arranged 
and interpreted; the relation nf spcrific..·ations In \'arinus 
t~·pcs of drawings; the rule of the architect. engineer. 
,·unsultants and uthcrs in the dc\'clopmcnt of spcrifica· 
tinns. 
Plaee: Douglas College. Nc" Westminster campus 
Room:J08C&D Tlme:7:00·'1:30p.m. 
Date: Wcdncsda\', .lanuar\' 14 · Man·h 3 
Fee: SOO · · Sesalons: 8 
lnatructor: Hurst Messer 
INTRODUCTION TO GLIDING 
Acsthctit.·s and lranspurtation. history. competition and 
rct·rcatiun. how to get invol,·cd. lk'cnsing. gliding . 
urganitalion . gliding mctcurulugy and aerodynamics. and 
ern~~ t•uuntry flying. 
Place: Douglas College. Ri,·hmond campus 
Room: 105 Time: 7:00 - !O:OOp.m. 
Date: Wednesday . January 14- January 28 
Fee: SIS Sesalons:J 
lnsl~clor: Mike Apps 
AVIATION METEOROLOGY II 
This cnursc will include discussion on the current day's 
weather maps. study of,.cathcr at fronts (thunderstorms. 
mountain wa"c'. etc. I. geographical cffc,·ts un weather . 
the weather briefing. !light planning c'cn·i•c, . A trip to 
the weather offil'C is al"' planned . 
Place: Dougla\ College. Richmund campo' 
Room: lOS Time: 7:00 · !O:OOp.m . 
Date: Wcdnc,day. Februar-· 2S - April ' 
Fee: S3S Sessions:-
Instructor: Earl Coatta 
TRACE ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTATION 
Thi' \eric\ of three t.'Ollf\l'' j, dt•,igncd for t'hcmk·al 
lahuratory 1cchnit:ian' and anal~''' ,,j,hin,l4 to dt.•,clop 
more cffctt i\ l' tc~.: hniyut' ' in t rac..·t.• lc\ cl anal_,.,j, prohknP .. 
\Ut.:h a\ arc nn\\ ht:111g cm·mmtcrcd in the hin ·nll.'dil'al 
field\. cnvironmcnt•d. foud-drug and nuninJ( an·;p,, u\ing 
\Uil'L' ut tht.• luh .. ' \1 t~pt'\ nf uptit:al. \l'p;er;Hiun ami 
ckl·trunit c:quqHnt.·nt . Thi' j, :1 hand, ·nll k;.lrntn~ 
l'\Jll' l"lt.'lll'l' \\ nh l'\Cr~ participant ha\'ing an opportunity 
h\ \\Ork \\ith nm'l nf tht· equipment conrerned. 
Plat·e: \';.1riuu' LtK:ation' (indu'itrial and insititutional) 
• Time: All da) "'"i""'· '1 :00 a.m . . S:OO p.m. 
Date• W<·d .. Thur .. Fri .. November 26. 27. 28 
Optkal Equipment Fee: SSO 
Thur .. Fri .. Fcbruar) I 'I & 20 
Scparat ion Equipment Fee:,S30 
Thur .. Fri .. April 22 & 23 
Mi\l·cllancuu' Physical Methods Fee: SJO 
SEMINAR ON INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES FOR 
FIRE TRAINING OFFICERS 
Thi' one da) \cminar has been designed to provide 
Training Office" "ith an update on instructional 
technique\ . It "ill also explain ho" Douglas College can 
a"i" Fire Departments by pro\'iding Fire Pre\'ention 
training. Academic training to Fire Fighters. and 
l'O·ordinating short seminars on specialized Fire Protec-
tion topics. 
To be held In the Spring 1976. For further information. 
plca'e call S88·6404 . 
MAN IN CONFLICT LIT 109-51 
A \IUd) of the major trends in English literature from 1870 
- 1'118. Through a close study of selected novels . dramas 
and poerr.\, the "udent examipes the re\'olution in ideas 
during this transitional period. 
Place: Port Coquitlam Senior Secondary 
Time: 7:00 . 10:00 p.m . 
Date: Wednesdays. January 21 - April 28 
Fee: S33 (S 12 for senior citizens) 
Transferablllly: U.B.C. and S.F.U. 
(Second course will follow in the Fall) 
Instructor: T.B .A. 
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 
TROUT REARING 
You may not know it, but a constant flow of fresh water 
from a half inch pipe is sufficient to stan your own private 
trout farm . This course is for home owners. farmers. 
land-owners or fish and game clubs interested in raising 
trout. 
P""'"': Douglas College. New Westminster campus 
Room: 704 Time: 7:30-9:30p.m . 
Date: Mondays. January 19 - February 23 
•• Optional Field Trip to be arranged, 10:00 a.m. -
2:00 p.m . on a Saturday 
Fee:SI6 Se .. lono:6 
Jnatruetor: Ken Clubbe 
TROLLER DECKHAND TRAINING COURSE 
Douglas College in co-operation with the Pacific trollers 
Association offers a short course for troller deckhands. 
This course is designed to provide the basic knowledge 
required by a novice seeking employment as a deckhand 
on a salmon troller . The course will provide fifteen hours 
instruction in the classroom and sixteen hours sea time on 
a West Coast Troller. 
Pl..,.,: Douglas College. Surrey campus 
Room: 701 Time: 7:00p.m. -!O:OOp.m. 
Date: Monda\'s, Januar\' I 'I - Februar\' 23 
• Wedne~davs. Jan.uarv 21 - Fcbr'uary 2S 
Fee: S I 00 · · Sessions: 6 
Instructor: L. Swensen 
• Note: Wednesday class if sufficient for two courses 
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL SHORT COURSE FOR 
BEEKEEPERS 
At the request of beekeepers on the Lower Mainlaryd and 
in <'<H>pcration with the B.C. Department of Agriculture. 
Douglas College is offering a comprehensive eight week 
<'llUr.c in apiculture. This course is designed to fill the gap 
between a beginners' beekeeping course and the Bee 
Masters' Short Course sponsored biennially by the 
Department of Continuing Education. U.B.C and the 
B.C. Department of Agriculture. I 
Those taking the l'oursc should ha\'e completed a 
beginners· \:uurse or ha,·e IW<' years experience as a 
beekeeper. 
Place: Douglas College . Surrey campus 
Room: 4 mom l'nmplcx Time: 7:00· (0:00p.m. 
Date: Monda\'. Januar\' I 'I · March 8 
• Tucsda'v . Januar'" 20 · March 'I 
Fee: S20 · . Sessions: 8 
• Note: Tuesda) class if sufficient for two courses 
WILD FLOWERS OF B.C. WORKSHOP 
Thi' l'our'\c ''ill enable 'itudents to identif~ common 
spc,·ics of B.C. Wild Flowers. how to make and preser\'e 
l'UIIc,:tiun' of\\ ild fl<mers and how to photograph nati\'e 
wild flll\\ crs to their best ad\'antage. 
Place: Douglas College. Surrey campus 
Room: '01 Time: '1:30a.m.- 4:30p .m. 
Date: Saturda)·. April I 0 
Fee: S I 0 Sessions: I 
Instructor: Ms . Vicki McMillan . Author . Free Lance 
Writer. Photographer and Lecturer 
EDIBLE PLANTS OF B.C. WORKSHOP 
Stu den" "ill learn to identif) and prepare edible wild 
plan" of B.C. Course "ill als\> co,·er non·edible wild 
plant\. 
Place: Duugla' College. Surre) campus 
Room:"OI Tlme:'l:30a .m . ·4:30p.m. 
Date: Saturda' . Ma) I 
Fee: S I 0 · Sessions: 1 
Instructor: M\ . Vi,·ki M<·Millan . Author . Free Lance 
Writer . Phutugraph~r and Lecturer 
WASTE WATER TREATMENT WITH NATURAL 
CARBON 
A Hill' da~ 'l'lllinar ru -,pon'iorcd by the Department of 
Biu·Kl·,uun·,• En!linl'Cring. U.B.C. dc\igncd to acquaint 
potl.'lllial U'l'r' and rq~.ulatnr, ,agt•m:ic'" ith the Cl'onomk 
and l'll\ inlllllll'llHII ad\ ant age' of u'ing naturall·arbon' to 
up,L!,ra(k dontl''tir and indu,trial effluent. 
FI~E AHTS 
ART AND CULTURE OF THE FAR EAST 
An introductory survey of outstanding art and architec-
;urc of the Far East. -
Place: Douglas College. Nc" Westminster campus 
Room: 407 A&B Time: 7:30- 9:30p.m. 
Date: Thursdavs . Januarv 22 · March 2S 
Fee: S2S . . Sesalona: 10 
Instructor: Karin Storey 
BASIC DRAWING AND PAINTING 
This course will deal with the basic techniques in drawing 
and painting with special ~mphasis on composition . 
Place: Winskill Field House 
SSSS 9 Ave .. Delta . B.C. 
Time: 12:30 - 3 :00p.m. 
Date: Tuesdavs. Januar\' 20 - March 23 
Fee: S30 . · Seaalona: 10 
Instructor: Joan Owen 
CREATIVE MOVEMENT AND DANCE 
This three hour session will in\'OI\'e the Use of music. 
lighting . sound and other media in Creative Movement 
and Dance. • 
Pl..,.,: Douglas College, Surrey campus 
Room: Student Lounge Time: 7:00- 10:00 p.m. 
Dale: Frida,· . Januar\' 16 
Fee: SS · · Seaalona: I 
Instructor: Ernst Eder 
WEAVING WITH VIOLET BELSHAM 
This course is for those who desire a sound grounding in 
the art of wea\'ing. Basic techniques and some 
experimental work are done on and off loom . Some basic 
materials are supplied . but students must provide the 
bulk of their supplies. Pre-registration ad\'ised as 
enrolment is limited to IS people . 
Place: Burnaby Art Centre . 6450 Gilpin 
Time: 7:00 · 10:00 p.m. 
Date: Mondays. January 1'1 - April S 
Fee: S36 Sessions: 12 
Instructor: Violet Belsham 
PLAYWRITING 
This course will provide an opportunity for aspiring 
playwrights to develop their craft under the guidance of a 
professional. The instructor. Sharon ' Pollock , is a 
sm:cessful Canadian playwright. whose mt,st recent play. 
Komaqata Marv Incident. opens in March at the 
Pla\·housc. 
Pla~e: Douglas College. New Westminster campus 
Room: 107 Time: 7:30 - IO:OOp.m. 
Dale: Wcdncsdavs. Januarv 21 - March 24 
Fee: S25 · · Sesalons: 10 
lnslruclor: Sharon Pollock 
FI.ORISTHY . 
FLORISTRY DESIGN 
This spring Douglas College again offers its highly 
successful floristry design course developed in conjunc-
tion with Flowers Canada and Florists Transworld 
Delivery (fTD). The skills learned assist graduates to 
meet immediate holiday needs of the florist industry. and 
assure them of excellent employment opportunities. This 
<'oursc will also indude some basic' business skills for 
flori'"· As enrollment is limited to 2S. pre-registration is 
ad\'iscd. For further information please call S88-6404 . 
Place: New Westminster area 
Time: '1:00 a.m. - 4:30p.m .. Monday to Friday 
Dale: Febr'!ary 16 · April 12 
Fee: S32S Sessions: 7 week full time program 
Instructor: Tony Boucher • · 
Place: Dougla'i C~li;;e·. ·N;; ·w~stminster carnpu~ 
Tlmei 9:00a.m . - 4:30p.m .. Monday to Friday 
Date: July S - August 20 
Fee: S32S Sessions: 7 week full time program 
Instructor: Tony Boucher 
WEDDING, FUNERAL AND HIGH STYLE FLORAL 
TECHNIQUE 
This course is for the advanced student, florist shop 
personnel. or those who have taken the Floristry Design 
course. The student will learn the latest designs for 
Weddings and Funerals as well as high styles. 
Place: Douglas College. New Westminster campus 
Room:308C&D Time: 7:00-IO:OOp .m. 
Dale: Thursdays. January IS - April 29 
Fee: S7S Sessions: 14 
Instructor: John Neville. Direct9r. Flowers Canada 
TRIMMINGS FOR FLORISTS 
This course is for the advanced student , florist shop 
personnel. or those who have taken the Floristry Design 
course . The student will do further work in arrangements 
with artificial flowers. plant care . terrariums. gift 
wrapping. window and store displays . 
Place: Dougla' College. New Westminster campus 
Room: T .B.A. Time: 7:00 - !O:OOp.m . 
Date: Tue,day\, January 13 - April 27 
Fee: S'S Sessions: 14 
Instructor: Tony Boucher 
DECORATING WITH PLANTS 
The in\tructnr" ill \uggcst "ay' of enhancing the decor of 
humc' and uffirc' by u\ing plan" . Studcn" arc expected 
to ha\ c 'omc kno" ledge about the care of hou'c plan". A 
feature of the l'OUf\C will be dc,igning a container garden 
for "hi,·h a 'arict,· of plan" will be provided . Studcn" 
\hould bring a wntaincr 12-18" . Pre-registration Is 
required. 
Place: Dougla\ Cullcgc. Nc" Wc\tmio\tcr l'ampu' 
Room: 4 r<M>m wmplcx Time: 'l :JO a .m.- 4:.10 p .m . 
Date: Saturda\' . March 27 
Fee: S201inl'lu.dc' lunl'hcun) Sessions: I Date and tm·atlon: T.B .A. Fur further information please 
, all :'KK·h404. · lnslruC'Ior: Margaret Coxon 
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SAFETY IN THE 70's 
Rl'frc,hcr ,·ourw' fnr the older driver are offered to bring 
him ur her up·tu·clatc with the changing driving 
wnditit>n\. Thc\c courses take the form of one-day 
""'k'hups held on Saturdays at th<o New Westminster 
campus . There will be a limit of 2S students at each 
workshop a net people will be taken on a first:com~-first­
scrvcd ba,is. PRE·REGISTRATION IS ESSENTIAL. 
Place: Douglas College. New Westminster campus 
Room: 304 Time: !O:OOa .m . -4:00p .m . 
Fee: SS 
For further dates and days, please call S88-6404 . 
WORKING WITH THE OLDER PERSON COMS 190-50 
A basic 3-crcdit l'Oursc designed for those involved in 
caring for the older. person. whether on a volunteer. paid 
or famil~· basis. Covers the social , psychological and 
ph~· sical aspc,·ts of aging and provides information and 
dircl·tion to assist one in dealing with them. 
Place: Douglas College . New Westminster campus 
Room: 108 Time: 7:00 - 10:00 p.m. 
Date: Tucsda)·s. January 20 - April 27 
Fee: S33 (S I 2'ror scniorciti7cns) Sesalono: IS 
Instructor: Jean Buzan 
GRA.,HH:S 
BASIC GRAPHICS 
This ,·uursc has been specially designed for novice an 
students . small businesses . printers. and others in 
similar tll'l'Upations . The sessions will cover layout, 
t)-pography anal~· sis, logos. brochures. letterheads and 
hu~inc~s l'ards. as well as other areas. 
Place: Douglas College . Surrey campus 
Room: 702 Time: 7:00 - IO:OOp .m . 
Dale: Wcdncsda\'s. Januarv 21 - March 24 
Fee: SJS · · Seaalona: 10 
Instructor: Penn~· Antifavc 
HEAI.TH EIHH:ATION 
D<>ugla' College is interested in meeting with 
indi\'iduals. groups . organizations . associations and 
health <·arc agencies to explore the need for 
<·du,·ational activities related to health . This interest 
applies to practicing health professionals and citizens 
alike . 
Cor,tinuing cdu(.'afional personnel with the Division of 
Health Scrvkc~ would welcome opportunities to assisr 
people interested in health issues I) identify 
educational needs . 2) co-ordinate various community 
resources . 3) plan useful learning experiences. 
For further information. please contact Kathleen 
Clark , Community Consultant , Health Services Div-
i,iun . J:l<>Uglas College . Messages may be left at 
588-6404 . 
HOHSEMANSHW 
FIRST AID FOR YOUR HORSE 
This course is designed to assist horseowners to deal 
initially with injuries or sudden illnesses that their horses 
may meet in. the stable, on the trail, in the paddock. in 
tran,port or at horse shows, etc. The course consists of 
two 'e"ion' and the fcc represents the total cost of the 
course . No applicant> for a single session will be accepted. 
Place: Douglas College. Surrey campus 
Room: 106 Tlme:7:30-'1:30p.m. 
Dale: Tuc•day. January 20 & January 27 
Fee: SIS Sessions: 2 
Instructor: Dr. J. Gilray, D.V.M . 
THE HORSE AND PHOTOGRAPHY 
The fir\! lecture will deal with still pictures and portraits . 
The 'ccond lel'ture will deal with the horse in action . The 
cnurc.,e con\i\t\ nftwo ~cc.,c.,ions and the fee rf!presents the 
total co\1 of the couf\e . No applications for a single sessidn 
will be accepted . 
Place: Douglah College. Surrey l'ampus 
Room: JOt'> Time: 7:30- 9:30p.m. 
Dale: Tue,day. February 3 & February 10 
Fee: SIO Sessions: 2 
Instructor: Ri.ck Maynard 
HORSE SHOW ORGANIZATION AND OFFICIATING 
Thi' program i' developed to a'sist riding clubs in 
organizing and \taffing horse shows and instructing 
pcf\on' who wi'h to become officials such as e~trv 
'ccretari~s. ringmasters, whippers-in, ring clerks, an-
nouncer\ , etc . It will deal with their responsibilities and 
conduct and will teach them how to conduct a successful 
hor\C \how . Thi' COUf\C consists of two sessions and the 
fcc rcprc\cn" the total co\! of the course . No applications 
for a \inglc \C\\ion will be accepted. 
Place: Doug Ia' College. Surrey campus 
Room: 106 Time: 7:30- 10:00 p .m . 
Date: Tuc,dav. March 23 & March 30 
Fee: SIS · Sessions: 2 
Instructor: Dav.c E'wonhy 
HOHTIUJLTIJHE 
GARDENING FOR FOOD 
A cnuf\e in method' of growing whlllcsome vegetables in 
home garde n, . Natural methods arc emphasized , with 
parti,·ular attention to 'pccial problems of local climate 
and \oil, . Offered at 3 locations. 
Pla<·e: D"ugla' College . Surrey campus 
Room: 70.1 Time: 7:00-IO:OOp.m . 
Date: Wcdne,cla\\. Januar\' 14 - Ma\' S (even 2nd week) 
Fee: S2~ . . . S~~slons: 10 
lnstrul·tor: Emih· O.~.:u'!\ 
Plal·c: Langll·~· ·s~~t:r~li ... ~; ;~. l;t~:1• · · · 
2140~ - 5hth i\\'cnue. langley 
Room: 10~ Time: 7:00-IO:OOp.m. 
Date: W,·<hll·,da'·'· .lamwn· 21 · Mav 121 Even· 2nd week) 
Fee: 32~ · · · Session~: 10 
lnstrudor: Emil .' Ogu"' 
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~anlenlng tor rooo cont. 
Place: Dougla> Colkgl'. Nt'" Westminster campus 
Room: 707 Time: 7:00-IO:OOp.m. 
Date: Thursday. Januan 22 - Mav l.l (ewry 2nd "cl'k) 
Fee: S25 Sessions: I (I 
Instructor: Emily 'Ogus. 
CARING FOR HOUSE PLANTS 
Flowers Canada. Florists Transworld Delivery. and 
Douglas College offer this one-day intensive course for 
floral shop personnel and serious hobbyists on how to care 
for house plants. Students are requested to bring an 8 .. 
container as plants will be provided for arrangements. To 
facilitate luncheon arrangements pre-registration Is 
required. Offered at 3 locations. 
Place: Douglas College. Richmond campus 
Room: Cafeteria Time: 9:30a.m.- 4:30p.m. 
Date: Sunday. February 8 
Fee: Sl4 (includes luncheon) Sessions: I 
Instructor: Margaret Coxon 
Place: Douglas coil;g;:N~; ·we~t~i~ster campus 
Room: 4room romJ?IeX Time: 9:J0a.m. -4:30p.m. 
Date: Sunday. February 29 
Fee: Sl4 (includes luncheon) Sessions: I 
Instructor: Margaret Coxon 
Place: Douglas c;u·eg~~ s~;r~Y ~;~lp~~ 
Room: 4room complex Time: 9:30a.m.- 4:30p.m. 
Date: Saturday. March 13 
Fee: S 14 (includes luncheon) Sessions: I 
Instructor: Margaret Coxon 
THE HOME GREENHOUSE 
Douglas College is offering a one-day course for the 
serious hobbyist, covering such aspects of home 
greenhouses as: purpose. construction materials, heat 
and air circulation, plant growth, propagating seeds, 
cuttings. grafltng. etc. Offered at 2 locations. 
Place: Douglas College, New Westminster campus 
Room: 4 room complex Time: 9:30-4:30 p .m. 
Date: Sunday. March 21 
Fee: S12 (includes luncheon) Sessions: I 
Instructor: Herb Jones F.R.H.S. 
Place: Douglas C~lie·g~: s~;r~Y ·c~;,.,·p·u~ 
Room: 4 room complex Time: 9:30-4:30 p .m . 
Date: Sunday. April 25 
Fee: Sl2 (includes luncheon) Sessions: I 
Instructor: Herb Jones F.R.H.S. • 
HORTICULTURE WITH BERNARD MOORE - A Basic 
Course In Horticulture for the Home Gardener 
A basic course in horticulture for the home gardener 
- covering a wide range of activity in the garden. including 
Site Preparation , Soil Preparation & Fertility: Basic 
Concept of Landscaping; Garden Maintenance; Selection 
of Plant Materials. Shrubs. Perennials, Biennials; Use of 
Herbicides, Fungicides & Pesticides, Selection of Fruit 
Trees. Pruning , Grafting, Budding, etc. 
Offered at 2 locations. 
Place: Douglas College, Richmond campus 
Room:201 Tlme:7:00-9:00p.m. 
Date: Wednesday, January 21 -March 24 
Fee: S20 · Seaolons: 10 
Instructor: Bernard Moore 
Place: Douglas Cou;g;: S~r~;y ~;~p~s 
Room: 208 Time: 7:00-9:00p.m. 
Date: Monday, January 19- March 22 
Fee: S20 Sesalons: 10 
Instructor: Bernard Moore 
LANGUAGES 
FRENCH FOR BEGINNERS- MODL 130 3 credits 
A truly basic French course. designed to lead into MODL 
140 .. Basic French .. in September 1976. This course is 
also of general interest. 
Place: Douglas College. New Westminster 
Room: 107 Tlme:7:00-9:00p.m. 
Date: Tuesdays & Thursdays. January 20 - April 29 
Fee: S33 · Seaslons: 30 
Instructor: T.B.A. 
SUNDAY COLLEGE EN ESPANOL-
CONVERSATIONAL SPANISH 
Douglas College offer. an innovative course in conversa-
tional Spanish. The instructor is Mexican and formerly 
taught at Cncrnavaea 's Calc Institute . Mexico. This 
course will be especially helpful to interested beginners 
and for persons planning to travel to Spanish speaking 
countries. 
This course will be held on Sundays and Wednesdays. 
Registration is limited to 12. 
Place: N.W. Sr. Secondary. Wed .. 7:30-9:30 p.m. 
Douglas College. New West. campus. Rm . 712 
Sundays. 9:30a.m. - 3:30p.m. 
Date: This course commences on Wednesday . January 21 
and concludes Wednesday . March 24 
Fee: S90 Seaslons: 19 
Instructor: Francisco Ramos 
LIBERAL ARTS 
CHINA IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY 
One of the great social revolutions of human history is 
currently being enacted in Chin.I."'This course will feature 
persons who have recently visited China and will report on 
sweeping changes they witnessed . Topics illustrated with 
slides and films will include history. current organization. 
the family. health practices. education. art and culture. 
This series is co-sponsored by Douglas College. the New 
Westminster Public Library and the Canada-China 
Friendship Association . 
Place: New Westminster Public Library 
716- 6th Avenue. New Westminster 
Room: Auditorium Time: 7:30-9:30 p.m. 
Dater Wednesday . February 25 - March 24 
Fee: S8 Se .. tons: 'b 
Instructor: T. B.A. 
CREATIVE THINKING: TOWARDS BECOMING 
GENUINELY HUMAN - An Invitation to Philosophy 
How practical is philosophy? People usually dismiss it as 
having little relevance in every day concerns. This series, 
featuring members of the Liberal Arts Division will 
suggest that philosophy is not only practical. but that 
philosophical values enter directly into and can help us in 
our day-to-day thinking . stresses and decision -making . 
Place: Douglas College. New Westminster campus 
Room: 710 Time: 7:00-9:00p.m. 
Date: Tuesday. January 27 - March 2 
Fee: S8 Sesalons: 6 
Instructor: T.B.A. 
LIBRARY 
ALL ABOUT COMPUTERS - IN LIBRARIES 
A basic introdm:tion - au:.1matiuu of library sy~tcm!-,. 
Place: T.B.A. 
Time: 7:30- 9:30p.m. 
Date: Monday. March I - March 22 
Fee: T.B.A. Se5slons: 4 
Inatrudor: Peter Simmon• 
INDEXING WORKSHOP 
Specialized subject indexing of information. indexing 
vocabularies. and forms of indexing. 
Place: Jewish Community Centre 
950 West 41st. Vancouver 
Room: 102 Tlme:9:00a.m.-5:00p.m. 
Date: Saturday. February 28 
Fee: T.B.A. Sessions: I 
Instructor: Ann Piternick 
MAP LIBRARIANSHIP WORKSHOP 
For individuals responsible for maintaining map co)Jec-
tions. A comprehensive workshop on acquiring, organiz-
ing. servicing. and managing maps. 
Place: Simon Fraser University Library 
Roono: 4002- Committee Room Time: 9:00a.m.- 5:00p.m. 
Date: Saturday. May 8 
Fee: T.B.A. Sessions: I 
Instructor: Richard Milinski 
WORKSHOP ON INTERLIBRARY LOAN 
A· 'hands-on·· workshop for library employees engaged in 
l.l.l. and photocopy procedure. 
Place: Vancouver Public Library 
Room: Auditorium Time: 9:00a.m.- 5:00p.m. 
Date: Wednesday. May 12 
Fee: T.B.A. Seaslons: I 
Instructor: Ann Piternick & Margaret Friesen 
BOOK DISPLAY WORKSHOP 
Arranging book displays - commercially or in a library. 
Place: Douglas College. Surrey campus 
Room: T.B.A. Time: 9:30a.m. -4:30p.m. 
Date: Saturday, April 24 
Fee:T.B.A. Sessions: I 
Instructor: Christine Fuoss, Display Mgr ., The Bay, 
Surrey 
ARCHIVAL MANAGEMENT 
This course is designed for those who are responsible for 
maintaining Archival material within their organization. 
This will be a one day , Saturday Workshop. 
For furth~r information , please call 588-6404. 
SOURCES OF BUSINESS INFORMATION 
This course will teach business personnel how to gather 
their own information and how to use the library as a 
source of market research and consumer trends. 
For further information, please call 588-6404. 
PREPARING YOUR OWN SLIDE PRESENTATION 
Using their own slides, students will prepare an audio 
script with sound effects and music. This course will 
consist of 6, 2 hour sessions. 
For further information, please call 588-6404. 
BASIC LIBRARY SKILLS 
This course will give a basic understanding .of "How 
Libraries Operate". 
Place: Vancouver Public Library 
Room: 307 Time: 7:00-9:00 p .m. 
Date: Wednesday . March 31 -May 5 
Fee:T.B.A. Sesalons:S 
Instructor: Diana Wilimovski 
BASIC REFERENCE SKILLS 
This course is intended primarily for library personnel 
wilo have had little or no training in dealing with 
informational questions; other clerical or administrative 
staff in business or educational settings may also find the 
material useful. 
Place: Vancouver Public Library 
Room: 307 Time: 7:00-9:00 p.m. 
Date: Monday. AprilS - May 17 
Fee: T.B.A. Sessions: 6 
Instructor: Robert Young 
"WHO'S AFRAID OF GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS: 
BASICS FOR BEGINNERS" 
This course has been designed for those working in 
libraries or government departl'l!ents. It will entail 
ordering, organizing and using government publications. 
Place: Douglas College. New Westminster campus 
Room:103 Tlme:7:30 -9:30p.m. 
Date: Tuesday . January 20 - February 24 
Fee:T.B.A . Sesslons:6 
Instructor: Suzanne Dodson 
WORKSHOP ON WORKSHOPS 
For those responsible for producing workshops for 
organizations. 
For further information please call 588-6404. 
MUSIC 
A series of courses designed to prepare students for the 
Royal Conservatory of Music Theory Examinations will be 
offered in the Music Building, Douglas College, New 
Westminster in the Spring of 1976 for a period of IS 
weeks . 
GRADE U RUDIMENTS 
Place: Music Building, Douglas College, New 
Westminster campus 
Room: 403 Time: 7:00 -9:00p.m. 
Date: Monday. January 26 - May 3 
Fee: S45 Sessions: 15 
Pre-Requisite: Grade I Rudiments 
Instructor: Henry Waack 
GRADE Ul HARMONY 
Place: Douglas College, New Westminster campus 
Room: 708 Time: 7:00-9:00 p.m. 
Date: Tuesdays. January 27 - May 4 
Fee: S40 Sesalona: 15 
Pre-Requisite: Grade III Harmony - Fall 1975 
Instructor: Ingrid Buch 
GRADE IV HARMONY 
Place: Douglas College. New Westminster campus 
Room: 708 Time: 7:00-9:00 p.m. 
Date: Wednesdays, January 28 - May 5 
Fee: SSO Sesslona: IS 
Pre-Requisite: Grade IV Harmony - Fall I 975 
Instructor: Kevin Barrington-Foote 
GRADE IV HISTORY 
• Please note : this is a twelve week course 
Place: Music Building. Douglas College, New 
Westminster campus 
Room: 404 Time: 7:00-9:00 p .m . 
Date: Tuesdays. January 27- April 13 
Fee: SSO Sesalona: 12 
Pre-Requisite: Grade IV History - Fall 1975 
Instructor: Kevin Carrington-Foote . 
GRADE IV COUNTERPOINT - GRADE V HARMONY 
Place: Music Building. Douglas College. New 
WcMmin~tcr campus 
Room: 404 Time: 7:00-9:00 p.m . 
Date: Mondays, January 26 - May 3 
Fee:SSO 
Pre-requisites: Grade IV Counterpoint 
Harmony - Fall 1975 
Instructor: Richard Kitson 
PREPARATORY THEORY 
Sessions: I 5 
- Grade V 
Place: Music Building. Douglas College, New 
Westminster campus 
Room: 404 Time: 7:00-9:00 p.m. 
Date: Thursdays. February 26 - May 13 
Fee: S25 Sessions: 12 
Pre-Requisites: NO Pre-requisites 
Instructor: Arlie Thompson 
MUSIC FOR ENJOYMENT 
An examination of form and style in.music. with the goal of 
enhancing listener enjoyment. Lectures will be couched in 
layman's language and will be accompanied by recorded 
performances and by demonstrations by college students. 
Slides on art and architecture will also be used . 
Place: Langley Arts Centre 
Time: II :00 a.m. - 2:00p.m . 
Date: Tuesdays, February 3 - March 9 
Fee: S20.00 Sessions: 6 
Coffee provided . Bring a sack lunch . 
RECREATION & LEISURE 
CERTIFIED LIFE GUARD 
This three-month course being offered at Douglas Collge 
will include both pool instruction and classroom theory . 
This program is co-sponsored with the National Lifeguard 
~ervice and all three sections will be taught by certified 
instructors of the National Lifeguard Service. 
Place: Douglas College. New Westminster campus 
Room 712 & Canada Games Pool 
Date: January IS - April 22 
Time: Monday & Wednesday, 5:00- 7:00p.m .. Douglas 
College. Rm. 712 
Tuesday & Thursday. 8:30 - 10:00 a.m .. Canada 
Games Pool 
Fee: S30 plus So textbook 
Instructors: Cliff Yolland , Jack Henry . Jon Bientjes 
HOW TO LOOK, LISTEN & LEARN ABOUT THE 
OUTDOORS ~ 
A course about the outdoors. in the outdoors. Learn about 
bird identification. nature photography. edible wild 
plants. and products made from them. Learn about life in 
a salt marsh and hints on backpacking and day hiking near 
Vancouver. 
Place: Reifel Island Refuge 
Time: 9:30 - 12:00 noon 
Date: T.B.A. 
Fee: T.B.A. 
Instructor: Kitsy Fraser 
TRAINING OF HUNTING DOGS 
A repeat of our successful training course for pointers and 
retrievers in conjunction with the Association of B.C. 
Retriever Clubs . The course will cover such topics as care, 
selection and management of hunting dogs, selection .and 
maintenance of equipment and training in the field . The 
course will be of longer duration than our first course last 
year. to enable the hunter to spend more time in the field 
with his dog . 
Place: T.B.A. - Langley area 
Date: T.B.A. 
Fee: S30 including birds, blank shells, etc. 
Instructors: Carolyn & Allan Lewis, Dennis Robbins 
For further information and inclusion on mailing list 
please call 588-6404 or 588-4411, local 268. 
SURVIVAL WEEKENDS 
Following the colleges' successful wilderness survival 
sessions. we are now programming weekend survival 
courses in the outdoors. These courses are guaranteed to 
be the .. worst weekend you have ever spent", and will 
give the participants a chance to put various survival 
tes:hniques into practise . · 
Instructor: Fergus O'Conner 
Place, Time, Date: Courses to be programmed on 
demand . following our first session in December. For 
further information and inclusion on mailing lists please 
call 588-6404. 
TECH.NICAL MANAGERS WORKSHOP 
Douglas College. in conjunction with Surrey Parks and 
Recreation and B.C.T.F.A. , is offering a Technical 
Managers Workshop at Bear Creek Park in the New Year. 
The objective is to set up a Technical Direction team to 
operate from Bear Creek Park, who will be responsible for 
the setting up and organization of local, provincial and 
possibly national track meets at Bear Creek Park . This 
course will be designed for those specifically living in the 
area of Bear Creek Park, or those clubs who use the facility 
on a regular basis. The course also hopes to develop a 
sense of involvement and pride in a local facility. For more 
information call 588-4411, local 268, or 588-6404. 
CONSUMER GUIDE TO CAMPER BUTING 
A guide for the would be buyer of a new or used camper 
dealing with such topics as: safety, weight distribution, 
tow vehicle requirements, insulation and maintenance . 
Place: Douglas College, Surrey campus 
Room: 106 11me:Tuesday_, 7:30 -9:30p.m. 
Thursday, 7:30-10:30p.m. 
Date: Tuesdays & Thursdays, January 27 & 29 
Fee: S5 Sesslona: 2 
Instructor: Lloyd Moffat 
Douglas College is becoming involved in Recreation 
Leadership programming and courses in recreation/ 
leisure through its physical education recreation and 
leisure unit. If we can offer or coordinate courses in the 
above areas which are not being currently offered by your 
adult education or parks and recreation , please complete 
the following and return it to me or call 588-6404. If there 
is enough response we will program a course either in your 
area or here at this college. 
Chris Johnson 
Name ----~-------------------------------
Address ________________________________ __ 
Phone-----------------------------------
Suggested course topic~~· ----------------------­
Do you know of any other people who may be interested? If 
so. how many? 
If you have a son or daughter involved in track and field at 
the local level and you would like to become involved in 
officiating. the college is offering a Grade I National 
Official Committee Officials course in conjunction with the 
B.C.T.F.A. 
This course will be offered in the New Year. and if vou 
would like information or further details please call 
588-6404. 
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We are currently considering courses in the following: 
Snowm<>biling 
Wildlife photography with backpacking 
Wildlife painting 
Residential swimming pool construction & 
maintcnancc·consumer course 
Falconry in B.C. 
Tent trailer & trailer consumer course 
If you are interested in any of the above and would like to 
be included on the mailing lists, please call 588-6404. 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
WORKING WITH YOUTH: A WORKSHOP FOR ADULT 
VOLUNTEERS WORKING WITH YOUTH 
This Friday night & Saturday workshop is designed to give 
adult volunteers new insights and skills in communicating 
and relating with youth. Two of Tomas Harris' (author of 
''I'm OK, You'reOK .. )associates will lead the workshop . 
This workshop will be based on the Transactional Analysis 
model of personality and interpersonal communication. 
No prior knowledge of Transactional Analysis is required. 
Place: Y.M.Y.W.C.A. 
180 - 6th Street. New Westminster 
Time: Friday. 7:30- 10:30 p.m. 
Saturday, 9:00a.m. ·5:00p.m. 
Date: February 28 and 29 
Fee: S25 Sesaloaa: 2 
Instructors: Craig Johnson and Robert Miller 
ALCOHOLISM 
A 14 week course for professionals and non-professionals 
working in the area of alcohol dependency. This course 
includes lectures . group discussions, field trips, films, 
and guest resources . Flyer available through Douglas 
College. 
Place: Douglas College. Richmond campus 
Room: 201 Time: 7:30-9:30 p.m. 
Date: Tuesday. January 20 - April 20 
Fee: S35 Sesalona: 14 
Instructor: Bud Lerette 
GESTALT PROCESSES 
A two day personal growth workshop using gestalt 
processes integrating sensory awareness, bioenergetics 
and Reichain Methodology. Flyer available through 
Douglas College. 
Place: Douglas College, New Westminster campus 
Room: 104 Time: Saturday 10:00 a.m.- 6:00p.m. 
Sunday II :00 a.m.- 4:00p.m. 
Date: Saturday & Sunday, April 10 & II 
Fee: S20 
Instructor: Tom Sandborn 
.----WOMEN'S STUDIES--~ 
Douglas College is offering a wide range of credit and 
credit-free courses in the general area of Women's 
Studies. This spring the credit section has been 
expanded to include Anthropology of Women. These 
courses, for interested women and men, may be taken 
separately, in combination with other areas or as a 
package. All courses have College credit and most 
have University transferability. 
CREDIT COURSES 
LIT 100 Images of Women in Literature 
PHY 160 Philosophy, Religion and Women 
PSY 100 Social Issues : Psychology of Women 
ANT ISO Anthropology of Women 
HIS 160 Women in Canadian History 
BUS 210 Management Essentials- For Women 
OTHER RELATED COURSES 
HUD 141 Lifestyle Options 
• HUD 142 Career Explorations 
HUS 130 Human Sexuality 
SD 100 Reading Skills 
SD 110 Study for College 
For information about any of the above courses, or to 
receive a Calendar or Spring Timetable please call 
Admissions 588-6404. 
CREDIT-FREE COURSES 
Credit-free courses this spring will feature a broad 
variety of programs of current interest to women, 
which will be held throughout the College districts. 
Among those being planned are a One-Day Workshop 
on "A.ssertiveness for Women"; a repeat of the 
"Womanskill School - Mechanics for Women", a 
One-Day Workshop for women at home, "Occupation: 
Housewife", and others . 
fo receive a ~pecial brochure please call Admissions -
588-6404, or call the Convenor of Women's Studies-
521-48SI. 
BASIC SKILLS OFFERINGS 
Douglas College offers a number of courses specifically 
designed for students who require programs to study .or 
review .. the basics ... 
These Basic Skills include: 
READING SKILLS 
An 8 week course emphasizing increased reading rate and 
comprehension, previewing, skimming and scanning, 
information analysis,, critical reading skills, flexibility of 
reading rate, reading skills in special high interest areas 
(academic, business, technical). 
SD 100 1 •;, credits 
STUDY SKILLS FOR COLLEGE 
An 8 week course in which useful skills are demonstrated: 
listening skills, examination preparation, taking lecture 
and text notes, time utilization, concentration and 
remembering, information analysis, general approaches 
to study. study techniques for special subjects, and the 
writing of themes and course papers. 
SD IIO 1'/>Credlts 
WRITING SKILLS 
A 7 week course emphasizing the basic principles of 
factual writing . It includes a review of basic rules of 
grammar. sentence structure, and punctuation. with 
practice in writing for clarity and interest. Students use 
some programmed material and follow a work-at-your-
own-speed pattern of learning. 
SD 120 1 credit 
FUNDAMENTAL MATHEMATICS 
Arithmetic.' measurement. area. volume, SI (Metric 
System). graphs and charts. ratio. percentage, introduc-
tion to Algebra and Geometry . and word problems. Of 
special interest to studentioentering career programs. A 
new course. 
MATI02 3credlts 
VOCABULARY AND SPELLING IMPROVEMENT 
A course designed to enable students to diagnose their 
strengths and weaknesses and to set goals for the 
impro\'ement of spelling and/or vocabulary problems. 
Mt•thods to enlarge vocabulary will be discussed. Rules 
and tricks to remember correct spelling will be suggested. 
-
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SEM. SEM. SEM. 
COURSE NO. COURSE CREDITS LOCATION TIME COURSE NO. COURSE CREDITS LOCATION TIME COURSENO. COU RSE CREDITS LOCATION TIME 
ACCOUNTING ENGLISH 
ACC 110-50 Prindplc' of A>counting 
Prindplcs of Accounting 
Principle' of Accounting 
Principle' of Accounting 
Elcctronk Data Processing 
3 NJl'l 
3 NJI'l 
3 S205 
3 R203 
3 N322 
7
-1 Opm W Llteral ure 
ACC 210-50 '· 9pm TTh LIT 100-50 lmagesofWomenin 3 N701 
ACC 210-51 
ACC 210-52 
ACC 240-50 
7
- 9pm TTh 
7. 9pm MW 
" - IOpm T 
LIT 
LIT 
LIT 
LIT 
THEA 
101 -SO 
101 -Sl 
lOb-SO 
109-SO 
100-50 
Literature 
Canadian in Time and Place 3 S707 
Canadian in Time and Place 3 R202 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
ANT 100-50 Social .1.: Cultural 3 S203 
ANT 
ANT 
ANT 
ANT 
ANT 
110-50 
120-50 
120-51 
150-t'lO 
150-00 
BIOLOGY 
HIO 110-50 
BIO 111 -50 
BUSINESS 
BUS lt'l0-50 
BUS 
BUS 
BUS 
BUS 
BUS 
It'll -50 
170-50 
200-50 
210-50 
210-51 
Anthropology 
Phy,i<·al Anthropology & 
Archaeology 
Indian' of B.C. 
Indian' of B.C. 
Anthropology of Women 
Anthropology of Women 
Prindplc\ of Biology: The 
Bio\phcrc 
Principle' of Biology: The 
Organi\m 
Social Hnu'>ing: Purpo,~. 
Environ mcnt & )...,...,uc..., 
Jan . 20 - March 2 
3 Nt08 
3 N702 
3 R204 
3 N704 
3 S407 
J NlOt'l 
J \21H< 
1'/ , NJOJ 
So<·ial Hou\ing : Manage - I' ·, NJOJ 
rnent Funelion'> & Technique' 
March 9 - April 27 
Ortke S~ \ICm\ & Equipment I 3 NJ22 
Fundamental'> of Bu\incS\ 3 NJ21 
Managcmcnl E\\cntial'> 3 N.121 
Managcmcnl E\\ctllial'> - 3 NWSS 
For Women 
BUS 
BUS 
BUS 
BUS 
.120-50 Bu,ine" La" I J NJ22 
J NJ22 
J N.\21 
J NJ21 
.U0-50 Bu,inc " Mathematil'\ 
450-50 Supcrvi">r~- Management 
451 -50 lndu\trial Relation\ 
CHEMISTRY 
CHE 110-50 
CHE 210-50 
The SlrU<'Iurc of Mailer 
Chemical Encrgelic\ & 
D~· namil'\ 
3 Nt'l05 
Nt'lOt'l 
3 Nt'l05 
Nt'lOt'l 
' - lOpm 
7- lOpm 
7- lOpm 
7- lOpm 
7- lOpm 
10- lpm 
7- 9pm 
7- lOpm 
7.JOpm 
7-lOpm 
7
- lOpm 
" - lOpm 
7-lOpm 
7-lOpm 
7- lOprn 
7-lOprn 
7- IOprn 
7- lOpm 
7- lOprn 
7- lOpm 
7- lOprn 
7- IOprn 
COMMUNITY SERVICES (R = Re,cned : PR = P:mially RC\erved: 
Ne" Appl. = New Applil-alionl 
COMS 100-50 Human Rclatinn'- 3 N.102 7- IOpm 
Emolional Grnwlh (1'1{) 
COMS 171-50 Working"iihChildren- J S20t'l 7- IOpm 
lnlro. (Ne" Appl.) 
COMS llJ0-50 Wnrking"ilhlhcOidcr 3 NIOK "-lOprn 
Per\on (Open) 
COMS 2t'l0-50 Comnnmii~· WorkScminar(RJ.1 I HA ' - IOpm 
COMS 270-50 Child Grnw1h c\: Develnpmcn1 J 5 7 0.1 ' - lOprn 
-Advanced (I{) 
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT 
CON 200-50 Introduction lo Managcmcnl 
CON 301 -50 Con\tru<·lion La" and Labor 
Relalion\ 
CON 4'l2 -50 Con\tru<'tion Scheduling 
3 NIOt'l 
3 NIOt'l 
" - lOprn 
" - lOpm 
The Contemporary Novel 3 R202 
Man in Connict 3 S707 
A Prism of Man & the Drama· J N701 
Th 
M 
ln\ights & Happenings 
Ad-anced Literature 
LIT J 1 o-SO Readings in the English 
Th LIT 
Th 
Literary Tradition: 14th to 
18th Centuries 
J 17-SO Readings in the English 
Literarv Tradition: 18th to 
20th Centuries 
Th 
Th Creative Writin g 
CWR 200-50 Short Story. Poetry. Drama 
and Novella 
Expositor~ Writing 
W COM 100-50 Expository Writing 
COM 100-51 ExpositorvWriting -
T COM i00-52 Expository Writing 
Communications - Career, Applied 
COM 290-oO Applied Communications 
(Fire Science. Criminology) 
Writing Skills 
SO 120-50 Writing Skills (Jan. IS to 
T .March 4) 
SO 120-51 WritingSkills(MarchSto 
April 23) 
T FASHION DESIGN 
FAS 121 -50 Modelling & Finishing 
w 
T 
FAS 170-SO Creati'e Apparel 
M FIRE SCIENCE 
Th FIR 100-50 
FIR 270-50 
M FIR 273-50 
M FIR 274-50 
Th COM 290-00 
w 
GEOGRAPHY 
Chcmislf\' of Fire 
Fire Insurance 
Fire Investigation 
Fi~c Science Technology 
Career Communication~ 
GEOG 100-50 Man and 1hc Earth 
M GEOG IOl . so ln1roduc1ion 10 Earth 
w GEOL 101 • Sciences 
w GEOG 110-50 Weather & Clima1c 
M GEOG 130-50 Environment & Technology 
GEOG 150-50 The Arctk 
GEOLOGY 
GEOL 101_:;0 lr11roduc1ion to Earth G EOG I 0 I - Sciences 
T GRAPHICS 
M GRA 154-50 A V Technology 
T HISTO RY 
HIS 101 -50 From Rome to Renaissance 
W HIS 110-50 The Fraser Valle,-
T HIS 114-50 Canada 18o7-l'lb7: A 
HIS 114-51 
Century of Change 
Canada 18()7-1967: A 
CeniUry of Change 
3 N70b 
3 S707 
3 S701 
3 s2oo 
3 R202 
3 N70o 
3 N702 
N712 
s2oo 
O.A . 
F .Bidg . 
3 R40'l 
3 N704 
3 Nb03 
3 Nb03 
3 No03 
3 N702 
3 S40t'l 
3 S40t'l 
3 N302 
3 N302 
3 Rl20 
3 S40o 
3 5702 
3 S20.' 
3 RIO 2 
3 N70i 
3 S419 
HIS 
M HIS T 
130-50 20th Century Russia tl.: The 3 S70J 
Sodct Union 
140-50 Nation in Connict: The 3 S419 
U.S.A. in the 20th Century 
Th HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
7-IOpm W 
7-lOpm T 
7-lOpm Th 
7-lOpm T 
7-IOpm W 
7-lOpm Th 
7-lOpm W 
7- lOpm Th 
7-IOpm T 
7-IOpm 
7- IOpm 
7-lOpm 
9-l~am 
or 
7- IOpm 
7- 9pm 
7- 9pm 
7- IOpm 
7- lOpm 
7- IOpm 
7- IOpm 
7- IOpm 
7- IOpm 
9-12am 
or 
7- IOpm 
T 
w 
M 
w 
w 
M 
w 
Th 
M 
w 
Th 
M 
T 
w 
w 
7- 'lpm . W 
7- 'lpm TTh 
7- 9pm MW 
7-IOpm Th 
7- IOpm T 
7- 9pm TTh 
7-IOpm T 
7-IOpm W 
7-IOpm Th 
7-IOpm M 
7- lOpm M 
7-lOpm Th 
7-IOpm T 
CON 4'l3-50 Conlract Managcmcnl 
3 NlOt'l 
3 Nt'lOJ 
"-lOpm 
' - lOpm W HUD 100-50 Personal Growth & 3 N308ab 7-IOpm W 
CRIMINOLOGY 
CRI 102-50 Criminal Law & The Offender 3 N"Ol 
CRI 103-50 Communi!,. Relations J N 7 12 
"-lOprn 
7
-lOpm 
'l-12am 
HUD 
HUD 
M HUD 
T 
130-50 
141 -50 
142-50 
Awareness 
Human Sexuality 
Life Stde Options (Jan. 20) 
Career Explorations 
(March 9) 
3 N308ab 7 -Hlpm 
1'/ , SoOI-B 7-IOpm 
1'/ , SbOI -B 7-IOpm 
w 
T 
T 
CRI 104-oO The Prison-Community 3 NJ04 
CRI 
CRI 
BUS 
COM 
POL 
POL 
PSY 
PSY 
PSY 
PSY 
soc 
soc 
soc 
105-50 The Canadian Legal System 
140-00 lnlervicwing 
3 N.l04 
3 NJ04 
450-50 Supervisory Managcmcn1 
290-oO Applied Communications 
3 N321 
3 N702 
110-50 
120-51 
100-00 
200-00 
321 -50 
330-50 
125-50 
125-00 
Ideology & Politics 3 N70 7 
Canadian Government 3 N7 0" 
Foundations of Contemporary 3 N303 
Psychology 
FoundationsofConlemporary J N704 
Psychology 
Adolescent Psychology 
Introduction to Social 
Psychology 
Social Processes 
Social Processes 
3 NIOS 
3 NIOS 
3 NJ03 
3 N304 
Nl08 
225-50 Canadian Social Institutions 3 N303 
• 
ECONOMICS 
ECO 411 -50 Micro Economics 
ECO 411-51 Micro Economic' 
3 S20J 
3 R20J 
or 
' - lOpm 
"-lOprn 
'l-12am 
or 
7
-lOpm 
"-lOpm 
'l-12am 
or 
7
-lOpm 
7-lOpm 
7-lOpm 
9-12am 
or 
7-lOpm 
'l-12am 
or 
7-lOpm 
7- lOpm 
7- IOpm 
7-lOpm 
9-12am 
or 
7-lOpm 
7-12pm 
7- IOpm 
7-IOpm 
Th HUD 142-51 Career Explorations 
(March II) 
I'll Nl03 
Th HUD 
w 
M 
I o0-50 introduction to Interpersonal 3 S4 I 5 
Communications & Group 
Process 
M HUMAN ITIES 
Th HUM 100-50 
W HUM 110-50 
20th Century Man 3 N712 
European Thought & Culture 3 N710 
HUM 120-50 
W HUM IJ0-50 
European Cultural Change 3 R201 
T HUM 140-50 
Fronliers of Thought 3 R204 
w 
20th Century Man in 3 S419 
w 
Contemporary Lilerature 
INTER IOR DESIGN 
W INT 102-SO History of French & Italian 
T Furniture 
T 
w 
Th 
Th 
w 
w 
MARKETING 
MRK 410-50 Sales Management 
MRK 490-50 Retail Management 
MATHEMATICS 
MAT 120-SO Calculus 
MAT I SO-SO Finite Mathematics 
M MODERN LANGUAGES 
MODL 130-50 French for Bcginne" 
MODL 240-50 Ba.ic French 
MODL 24 I -SO French Language 
T MODL 260-50 Basic Spanish 
Th MOQL 441-50 French Language & Style 
3 S704 
3 N70o 
3 N319 
3 No04 
3 No04 
3 Nl07 
3 S41 7 
3 NIIO 
3 Nl 10 
3 R201 
7-IOpm Th 
7-lOpm M 
7- IOpm 
7-IOpm 
7-IOpm 
7-iOpm 
7-IOpm 
w 
Th 
w 
w 
Th 
7-IOpm M 
7-lOpm 
7-lOpm 
T 
M 
7- 9pm TTh 
7- 'lpm MW 
7- 9pm TTh 
7- 9pm TTh 
7- 9pm MW 
7- 9pm TTh 
7- IOpm Th 
PHILOSOPHY 
PHI 100-50 
PHI 110-50 
PHI 131-50 
PHI 131-51 
PHI 2'l0-50 
PHYSICS 
inlroduction to Philosophy 
Moralitv in Turmoil 
Religio~s of Mankind 
Religions of Mankind 
Polilical Man & Social Man 
3 S419 
3 R204 
3 N701 
3 R204 
3 N'IO 
7-lOpm Vi 
7- lOpm M 
7-lOpm M 
7-lOpm T 
7-lOpm W 
. 
PHY 200-50 Introductory General Physics 3 No05 7-lOpm TTh 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
POL 110-50 Ideology & Politic-s 
POL 120-50 Canadian Gnvernmenl 
POL 120-5 I Canadian Gnvcrnmcnt 
POL 1.10-50 Soviel Gm·ernmcnt: Thcnr~-
& Praetirc 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PSY 100-t'lO Found:llions of 
PSY 
PSY 
PSY 
PSY 
I'SY 
I'SY 
I'SY 
PSY 
PSY 
I'SY 
PSY 
PSY 
PSY 
PSY 
PSY 
PSY 
PSY 
PSY 
Contemporary Ps~-rholog~· 
100-t'll F<1und:11ions of 
(llntcmpllrary p,~· L· hulng~· 
100-t'l2 Foundalion\of 
Contt• mpnrar~ P ... yrholog~· 
II 0-50 Sociaii\\UC'>- P'y<·holog~· 
of Women 
200-50 Foundalionsof 
Contemporar~· P-.,yrhnh1gy 
(Module\) 
200-S I Foundalion' of 
ClHltempllrar~· p...,~· ": IHlhlg~· 
(Module') 
200·52 Foundation\ of 
Contemporar~· p...,~·t• hology 
200-5.1 l'ound:llion' of 
Clmtt·mptlrary p...,ydH1Il1gy 
1:00-00 Fnundation ... of 
(lllllemptlrary p..,y l' IHlhlg~ 
200-t'll l'oundalion\of 
Ctmtemptlrary p..,~· l· hology 
200-h2 Ftlllndation ... of 
Contemporary p..,_vl'hology 
200-t'lJ Foundatinn' of 
Ctmtcmporar~· P~~·rhology 
.120-50 
.l21 -50 
322-50 
.lJ0-50 
.140-50 
350-50 
350-t'lO 
Developmental p,~'l'hology : 
Child Bchavinr & 
Develop men I 
Adolc,ccnl p,~,chology 
P'>ycholngy of Aging 
lntroduclion to Social 
P'>ychology 
p,ychology ofOrgani1.a1ion\ 
Conceptual Framework\ of 
Abnormal Behavior 
ConccpiUal Framework\ o( 
Abnormal Behavior 
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT 
3 N707 
3 R20J 
3 N70 7 
3 
.N I 07 
3 NJO.l 
3 S424 
.1 N.10Kah 
N701 
J Rl20 
.1 NIOS 
.l S424 
7-lOpm T 
7-lOpm T 
7-lOpm W 
2- 4pm WF 
'l- 12am W 
or 
7- lOpm W 
'l - 12arn Th 
or 
7- lOprn Th 
'l- 12am F 
or 
7- lOprn T 
7- lOprn Th 
7- lOprn T 
7. JOprn T 
J N712 7- lOpm Th 
J S20J 7- lOpm W -
J N 704 'l -1 2a rn T 
or 
7- lOpm T 
J S70.l 'l- 12arn Th 
or 
S701 7- lOpm Th 
J 11102 9 - 12am W 
or 
7- lOpm W 
3 NJOKcd 'l-12arn M 
N702 
3 S201l 
3 NlOS 
3 Rl02 
3 Nl05 
3 Rl20 
3 Rl20 
3 NJOKah 
or 
7-12prn 
7- lOpm 
7-IOpm 
7-IOpm 
7-IOpm 
7- IOpm 
7- IOpm 
9-i2am 
or 
T 
Th 
w 
T 
Th 
w 
M 
M 
N70t'l 7- lOpm Th 
SO 100-50 Reading Dcvclopmenl 1'/ , N I 0.1 7-IOpm '.y 
(Jan . 21) 
SO 100-51 RcadingDcvelopmcnl 1'1> NIOJ 7:10pm T 
(March 9) 
SO 100-52 Reading Devclopmenl 1'/ , St'lOI B 7- IOpm Th 
(Mar. 11) 
SO 100-53 Reading Dcvelopmcnl 1'/ , RIDS 7- lOpm T 
(Jan. 20) 
SO 110-50 SIUdySkillsforCnllcge 1'1, NIOJ 7-IOprn W 
(March 10) 
SO 110-51 StudySkil"forCollcge 1'/ , St'lOlB 7- IOpm Th 
(Jan. 22) 
SO 110-52 StudySkill,forCnllcge 1'/ , RI05 7-IOpm T 
(March 9) 
SO 111 -50 Skil"forCollcgclibrary NlOS 7- 9pm M 
Rc,carch (March 1 0) 
SOCIOLOGY 
SOC 12S-50 Social Procc\SC'> 
SOC 125-S I Social ProcC\\C'> 
SOC 125-oO • Social Procc"e' 
soc 
soc 
soc 
I 25-61 Social Procc\\e'> 
225-50 Canadian Socialln,tilulion' 
250-60 The Role of the Fa mil~- in 
Society 
VISUAL ART 
ART J.l4-50 GlaJ.cCalculation 
ART 200-50 Basic Drawing 
ART 2.10-50 Ceramics 
ART .ll0-50 lntcrmedialc Ceramic\ 
ART 4JO-SO Advanced Ceramic\ 
WOMEN'S STUDIES 
LIT 100-50 lmagc">fWomenin 
Lilcralurc 
ANT 150-00 Anthropolog~·ofWomcn 
3 NJOJ 
3 R202 
3 NJ04 
NIDI! 
3 S424 
3 NJOJ 
3 NJ04 
2 S70K 
3 S70o 
2 S70K 
2 S70K 
2 S7011 
3 N701 
3 N704 
7- IOpm Th 
7- IOpm M 
9-12am W 
or 
7-IOpm W 
9 - 12am W 
or 
7- IOpm 
7' 10pm 
'l-12am 
or 
w 
M 
T 
7- IOpm T 
7-IOpm M 
7- IOpm TTh 
7-IOpm T 
7- IOpm Th 
7--lOpm Th 
7-lOpm W 
7- lOpm Th 
or 
S407cd I 0- I pm Th 
PSY 110-50 Sodallssuc\: p,ydwlogyof 3 Rl20 7- IOpm Th 
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Student Newspapers 
Are Gaining 
NeW Freedom 
An article from 
The Chronicle 
of Higher Education 
By Tinney S. Clark 
Historically, many colleges have 
treated their student-run newspapers 
more as extensions of their institu-
tions than as full-fledged members 
of the press. Student journalists have 
been free to report and comment so 
long as they did not dishonor or dis-
grace the institution. 
However, the benevolent paternal-
ism under which many campus news-
papers have operated in the past is 
:yielding. During the past six or 
seven years, a number of federal 
courts have been interpreting the 
"freedom of the press" clause of the 
First Amendment to the U.S. Con-
stitution to include student publica-
tions. 
Many college journalists and ad-
ministrators do not yet realize the 
, extent of the changes, says the Bul-
letin of the Center for the Rights of 
Campus Journalists, a student-run 
organization that assists college 
papers: "Censorship and harassment 
of the college press result as often 
from a lack of information as from 
genuine power-mad malice." 
Among the court rulings on the 
freedom of student newspapers: 
.,.. In a case involving a student 
editor at Troy State University tn 
Alabama, a federal district judge 
said, "State school officials cannot 
infringe on their students' right of 
free and unrestricted expression ... 
where the exercise of such right does 
not 'materially and substantially in-
terfere with requirements of appro-
priate discipline in the operation of 
the school."' 
.,.. "The state is not necessarily 
the unrestrained master of what it 
creates and fosters," a federal dis-
trict judge said in a case involving 
Fitchburg State College in Massa-
chusetts. "Having fostered a campus 
newspaper, the state may not impose 
arbitrary restrictions on the matter 
to be communicated." 
.,.. "The law requires that the 
school rules be related to the state 
interest in the protection of well-
trained intellects with constructive 
critical stances lest students' imagi-
nations, intellects, and wills be un-
duly stifled or chilled," the U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the Seventh 
Circuit said in a case involving a 
high-school newspaper in Illinois. 
"Schools are increasingly accepting 
student criticism as a worthwhile in-
fluence in school affairs." 
Differences in the way student 
editors and university administrators 
view the journalistic mission of cam-
pus newspapers account for many of 
the .controversies. 
'We Consider It a House Organ' 
One entire edition of The Wind-
mill, a paper at the University of 
Texas of the Permian Basin, was 
run through the university's paper-
shredding machine last November-
and its editor was fired-after publi-
cation of a letter to the editor 
criticizing the Texas regents. "This 
is not a student newspaper," said 
Billy H . Amstead, then president at 
the Permian Basin campus. "We 
consider it a bouse organ." 
The Windmill is now in the hands 
of the university's public-relations 
office, and a group of students have 
begun publishing an independent 
newspaper 
The entire staff of The Monarch, 
the student newspaper at St. Leo 
College in Florida, was locked out 
of its office after publishing an edi-
toiial critical of the college presi-
dent, Thomas Southard. 
Staff members were informed they 
Colleges' benevolent paternalism 
bows to rulings on free press 
"would not be invited back" to the 
college if they failed to apologize 
for the editorial. Students watched 
as carpenters changed the locks on 
the office. 
More often, the editor-in-chief 
bears the brunt of official dis-
pleasure. 
Marguaret Peterson, editor of the 
Auraria Transcript, the paper at 
Metropolitan State College in Den-
ver, printed an unsigned letter to 
the editor criticizing the college's 
black-studies program. When the 
All-African Student Union angrily 
protested, the college's president, 
James D. Palmer, reconvened a de-
funct publications board, which 
voted to suspend Ms. Peterson. The 
board also moved to make it impos-
sible for the Transcript to print a 
letter concerning an academic de-
partment without first presenting it 
to the department head for "dis-
cussion." 
Ms. Peterson appealed and was 
temporarily reinstated. Several weeks 
of negotiations, during which the 
board dropped its suggested restric-
tions, resulted in a vote to place her 
on probation as editor. However, 
President Palmer rejected the recom-
mendation. 
Teachers Involved In Controversy 
Faculty members, too, have been 
caught up in the controversy. 
Patricia Endress, professor of 
journalism at Brookdale Community 
College in New Jersey, had her in-
vestigative journalism class looking 
into college contracts. The class dis-
covered that a college supplier em-
ployed the nephew of the chairman 
of the hoard of trustees and that the 
college had rejected lower bids by 
competing firms in favor of the 
nephew's company. 
Associate professor Gerald Karey 
wrote a story based on that informa-
tion in the student newspaper, the 
Stall. Mr. Karey's piece was accom-
panied by an editorial by Ms. En-
dress, calling for the chairman's 
resignation. 
Donald H . Smith, president of 
the college, asked the trustees to fire 
Ms. Endress-who was four days 
away from rece1vmg automatic 
tenure--on the grounds that she had 
forced student editors to print the 
story against their will, although 
staff members and editors denied 
it. Mr. Karey's contract was not re-
ne\l'ed. 
Ms. Endress sued the trustees, and 
last May a county court awarded 
her $90,000 in damages and ordered 
her reinstated. 
Meanwhile, the New Jersey at-
torney general's office began an in-
vestigation of the alleged contract 
irregularity when it became known 
that the chairman was also a mem-
ber of the board of directors of the 
supplying company. 
The threat of libel suits against 
college papers is one of the justifi-
cations administrators frequently use 
for exercising control over the con-
tent of student publications. 
A controversial letter to the edi-
tor, an editorial about a trustee, a 
potentially libelous comment about 
a business or individual in the com-
munity-all cause concern for ad-
ministrators, largely because there 
are no hard-anu-fast nlles about 
who is legally liable for the content 
of a student newspaper. 
Under the doctrine of "sovereign 
immunity," public colleges and uni-
versities in many states are not 
liab!e for the transgressions of their 
agents and employees, but that im-
munity has been at least partially 
terminated by statute in a number 
of states, according to Patrick Stan-
ford of the Center for the Rights of 
Campus Journalists. Also, private 
institutions are not protected by 
"sovereign immunity," although in 
some cases they can claim "chari-
table immunity." 
libel Suits Are Rare 
However, libel suits against col-
leges are fairly rare, and successful 
ones are rarer still. A 1973 study of 
150 institutions turned up only 19 
libel suits for the past 30 years. In 
only one of those 19 cases was the 
decision unfavorable to the student 
publication. 
In recent cases involving libel ac-
cusations against student journalists 
and papers: 
.,.. A suit against Bitter Carrot 
Publications, Inc., a student-
supported company at Western Illi-
nois University that publishes the 
Courier, was dismissed. The plaintiff, 
a faculty member cited in an edito-
rial for ogling women in class, failed 
to appear in court. 
.,.. A former Ohio State Daily 
Lanrem staff member won $9,000 in 
damages in a countersuit. The staff 
member had been charged with libel 
by an apartment manager who had 
been criticized in a Lantern article. 
A court hearing later determined 
that the staff member had nothing 
to do with the preparation of the 
article. 
~The Indiana Daily Student was 
sued for libel by a local dentist. 
That suit, too, was dismissed. . 
Some colleges and universities 
urge student newspapt:rs to incorpo-
rate separately to protect the parent 
institution from libel suits. But even 
that is not completely safe since, if 
the institution maintains any sub-
stantial control over the paper, the 
courts may not recognize the paper 
as a separate corporation. 
Independence an Issue 
During the height of the Vietnam 
War, many student papers did estab-
lish independence from their insti-
tutions after clashing with admin-
istrators over editorial positions and 
sensitive language. However, for 
many of those papers, the move 
toward independence has created 
additional problems. 
The Daily Californian, after sepa-
rating from the University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley, has been forced 
to rely on an increased advertising-
to-news ratio and has had a hard 
time selling the paper in Berkeley. 
Mr. Stanford of the Center for 
the Rights of Campus Journalists 
says many student newspapers now 
"are looking for that middle 
ground," a quasi-independence that 
preserv.::s campus facilities-with or 
without an ' institutional suhsidy-
yet leaves the paper free of univer-
sity control. 
One reason that student news-
papers are somewhat more leery of 
independence is that they are in-
creasingly suffering financial trou-
bles. 
The University of Wisconsin at 
Madison's Daily Cardinal reported 
in a recent editorial, "At this rate-
and there is every indication that the 
economy will get worse rather than 
better- we will have gone through 
the financial reserve it took 83 years 
to accumulate in a matter of three 
years." 
Sometimes the allocation of funds 
is construed as a kind of discrimi-
nation. 
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The Auraria Transcript, distributed at Metropolitan State College, 
above, is among the student papers involved in recent controversies. 
In a recent furor at Michigan 
State University, State News staff 
members objected to general man-
ager Gerald Coy's: attempts to de-
crease the pape(s news budget while 
increasing that of the business and 
advertising staffs. , · 
Mr. Coy had also been criticized 
by news staff members for censor-
ing four-letter words. threatening to 
fire the editor-in-chief, and saying 
that no one could be hired without 
his approval. New staff members 
are preparing a list of guidelines to 
avoid or 111inimize future disagree-
ments. 
Acrimonious Feud 
At the University of Wisconsin at 
Madison, the university's offer of 
a subsidy in the form of free office 
space for two campus newspapers 
has fueled an acrimonious feud be-
tween the two. The left-wing Daily 
Carilinal has accepted the subsidy, 
which amounts to a return to the 
paper's earlier status before an irate 
board of regents voted in 1969 to 
charge the Cardinal for rent as a 
consequence of the paper's use of 
four-letter words. 
The conservative Badger Herald, 
on the other hand, has chosen to 
"respectfully refuse" the subsidy as 
a matter of principle, claiming that 
' it would give the Cardinal such a 
strong financial advantage as to put 
the Herald out of business. By refus-
ing the subsidy, the Herald hopes to 
bring pressure on the Cardinal to 
follow shit. 
The Herald, born in 1969, has 
never been officially subsidized by the 
university, although dean of students 
Paul Ginsberg has said that the fact 
that the university has not forced 
payment of the Herald's longstand· 
ing bill for services of the university 
typography lab constitutes a form of 
subsidy. 
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DOUGLAS INSTRUCTIONAl. POLICIES 
Read the111. and co111111ent 
Douglas College · Dea11; of 
Instruction Don Porter has 
asked for comments by stu-
dents on a list of 17 college 
Instructional Policies which 
have been in effect for five 
years. 
Dr. Porter said the reason 
for publication of the policies 
at this time is because they 
are currently under review to 
give students the opport-
unity ·' 'to read them, think 
about them, and comment on 
them.'' 
The dean asked that stu-
dents wishing to comment on 
the policies send their 
thoughts in writing to him at 
the New Westminste'"r 
campus. 
Dean Porter said the pur-
pose of the policies is to 
''provide a measure of pro-
tection for students' rights 
and to provide for economy in 
the use of limited college 
resources. 
" These policies are what 
makes Douglas College diff-
erent from the high schools 
and the universities, '' said 
Dean Porter. 
Here are the 17 instruct-
ional policies: 
30 PERCENT RULE 
No more than 30o/o of the 
final grade in any course may be 
based on the final examination or 
any assignment or test within 
that course. 
The purpose of the policy is to 
get away from total dependence 
on a final examination . This 
policy should also discourage 
cramming, since no one test or 
assignment could affect the 
grade significantly. 
FIVE FACTOR RULE 
The final grade In a course 
should comprise five separate 
evaluations. 
This could be any combination 
of tests , examinations, or 
assignments. 
It may include things such as 
seminar participation and atten-
dance ifthese are included in the 
course outline. 
While there are five factors 
required , more than one of them 
may be assigned to a given area 
such as a major term paper: a 
grade may be given for an 
outline of the term paper , 
another grade may be given for 
the bibliography or footnoting 
and yet another grade may be 
given for the term paper as a 
whole . 
This does not defeat the rule, 
since the student has several 
opportunities to get back on 
track. 
If there are five factors re-
quired, it is difficult to have any 
one factor worth more than 30o/o 
without seriously unbalancing 
the grading for that course. 
FINAL EXAM WEEK 
A five-day period is set aside 
at the end of each semester for 
each course which has a final 
examination. 
This ensures that the students 
do not have conflicts because 
examinations may take more 
than the two hours normally 
allocated to each class. 
The exam schedule is posted 
and the students have an opp-
ortunity to deal with time con-
flicts and have the schedule 
changed . 
Holding final examinations in 
the weeks prior to the final exam 
week is detrimental to the 
students because it creates con-
flicts prior to exam week and 
students miss other classes in 
order to study for or take the 
"final exam". 
FIFfEEN-WEEK SEMESTER 
The semester Is IS weeks 
long, at the end of which there Is 
a final examination. 
No instructor has the right to 
shorten the period of instruction 
by giving the last week off to 
study for the other final examin-
ations or for any purpose. 
The wor~ should be planned 
from the first day in the full 
knowledge of which days are 
holidays and the day that the 
semester ends. 
MID-TERM ASSESSMENT 
Each student has the right to 
demand from an Instructor an 
assessment at mid-term. 
The purpose of this assess-
ment is to give the student a 
rational basis on which to deter-
mine whether or not he or she 
should withdraw from the 
course , redouble his or her 
efforts or carry on as usual. 
In order to give a mid-term 
assessment, the instructor must 
provide some basis for the 
assessment other than a sub-
jective analysis of the student's 
ability. 
That is, at least two assign-
ments or tests should be given 
and graded prior to the day the 
mid-term assessment is due. 
OFFICE HOURS 
Faculty are obliged by the 
terms of their Collective Agree-
ment to establish office hours 
during which they will be avail-
able In their office for consult-
ation with students. 
COST OF TEXT BOOKS 
The college has established a 
rule-of-thumb cost of S4 per 
credit for text books. 
The average text book should 
not exceed $12 in cost. This rule 
is extended to cover a two-sem-
ester course requiring the same 
book and a total of $24 would-
then be allowed for a text book. 
The purpose of the rule is to 
limit the cost to any student to 
$120 per year for books, in 
addition to the fees and all of the 
other incidental expenses . 
ONE COLLEGE FEE 
Only one fee of $10 per credit, 
to a maximum of $125 per 
semester, is charged to students 
at the college, except for the 
$3 and SS student fees. 
No lab fees , library fees , 
caution fees , transportation 
fees , etc. , are levied because the 
only rationale which has been 
discovered for charging these is 
that they are easy to collect and 
refund. 
COST OF MATERIALS 
Materials which the students 
buy for their own purpose such 
as paper, pens, notebooks, tubes 
of paint, brushes, fabric, pres-
entation boards, instruments, 
slide rule-s, calculators, etc., are 
to be purchased by the students. 
Those which are for general 
college use, or those which can 
only be purchased in bulk, such 
as gallons of paint for silk-
screening, muslin for draping 
patterns, carboys of sulphuric 
acid for use in the laboratory, 
.etc., are the College 's respon-
sibility. 
CANCELLATION OF CLASSES 
The faculty member's contract 
with the college includes teach-
Ing every class assigned to him 
or her. 
Instructors may make 
arrangements with their indiv-
idual classes to meet at another 
time and place if it is impossible 
for the instructor to meet a class 
because of personal reasons. 
This must be cleared with the 
divisional director. 
Absence, due to illness, may 
or may not be replaced , depend-
ing upon the exigencies of the 
situation . 
Absences for other purposes, 
such as conventions, are norm-
ally covered by other faculty in 
the same division, provided that 
the replacement provides bona 
fide, useful, learning exper-
iences. 
PREREQUISITES FOR 
COURSES 
No course at Douglas College 
has as a prerequisite another 
college or high school course 
unless it can be demonstrated to 
the college Curriculum Comm-
Ittee and the Dean of Curriculum 
that the entire course Is required 
to move in to the course for which 
a prerequisite Is required. 
It is assumed that, if a student 
enters a course without having 
the prerequisite and successfully 
completes that course, he has 
demonstrated by passing the 
second course that he could have 
passed the first one and require-
ment for the first course is 
automatically waived. 
This does not mean that a 
student gets cre ~'it where the 
credit has not be1' n earned, but 
he or she is eligible for advanced 
standing. 
Prerequisites should be stated 
in specific behavioural terms. 
The use of prerequisites to 
encourage only "good", "ded-
ic a ted", or "mature" students 
into a specific course or program 
is not tolerated. 
ADMISSION TO CLASS • 
Admission to a course Is by a 
contract between the student 
and the college. 
The student may by an auditor 
or may be regularly enrolled. 
The instructor has no right So 
make a contractual relationship 
with the student by admitting 
him to a class if the Admissions 
Office, to which this function has 
been delegated, has not author-
ized the student to attend the 
class. 
The purpose here is not to 
ensure that the college gets its 
fee but to ensure that those who 
have priority for admission to 
crowded classes are admitted 
rather than students who cir-
cumvent the correct procedures 
and interfere with the rights of 
other students by just appearing 
for a class. 
PURCHASE OF BOOKS 
All books purchased by the 
college will be purchased 
through the library. 
This ensures that they are 
catalogued, and although they 
may be sent out on a one-month, 
six-month or one-year perm-
anent distribution to a depart-
ment , the knowledge that they 
are in the college will be 
available to anyone who might 
want to use them. This ensures 
that we don't end up with two 
copies of an obscure book. 
It also prevents the growth of 
departmental collections of 
books which mean the estab-
lishment of branch libraries with 
the consequent problems of 
control and the need for addit-
ional staff. 
OFF CAMPUS CLASSES 
Courses ought to be available 
in areas distant from the college 
campuses, even when enrol-
ments do not compare with those 
on campus. 
Most of the population of the 
college region can now reach one 
of the campuses within 35 
minutes by private car. 
Our goal is to provide instruc-
tion to approximately 95 percent 
of the region's population within 
30 minutes by P,Ublic transport. 
Because of the absence of 
public transportation in some 
areas, the college has a policy of 
holding classes away from exist-
ing campuses. 
TIMETABLING 
20-30 p~rcent of our offerings 
in any semester must be offered . 
after 6 p.m. · 
Certain courses such as 
accounting will continue to be 
offered more often in the even-
ing than in the day and certain 
other, such as day-care, which is 
an occupational entrance pro-
gram, will have no evening 
component but an occupational 
upgrading program will be pro-
vided · for the community at 
night. 
SHARING OF EQUIPMENT 
To make the best possible use 
of expensive equipment, 
Douglas College has a policy of 
sharing virtually every bit of 
equipment. 
All audio-visual and other 
mechanical equipment with 
certain exceptions belong to the 
college as a whole and not to any 
individual, division, or office 
within the college. 
Microscopes purchased for 
use in a laboratory may be 
removed from the lab under 
conditions which promise their 
safe return for times when they 
are not in use in the lab. 
Equipment which is not gen-
erally available is office equip-
ment such as desks, dic.tating 
machines and typewriters. 
SHARING OF SPACE 
As with books and equipment, 
the college policy is to share 
space. 
While rooms may be allocated 
to a division for initial time-
tabling purposes, once basic 
time-tabling has been completed 
the room is available to any 
division or office within the 
college for use. 
A room may be defined as an 
"art room" because it contains 
donkeys, easels, and stools. 
When no art classes are 
scheduled in the room, however, 
it may be used for any purpose 
which accepts the furnishings 
which are included with the room 
at that time. 
Managing Editor Charles Giordano oversees layout of final edition of Pinion for fall 
semester, as journalism students complete two-semester course at Douglas College. 
Hard at work are Dorothy Holme, joan Dahl and Donna Beresford. Not shown in photo 
are many other journalism students who contributed to the college's newspaper which 
started last spring. Both basic and advanced journalism classes begin again in january. 
john Warren photo 
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LABOR CHALLENGED 
.. Petulant attitude" deplored 
The following article is 
appearing as a ' 'Page 6'' 
feature item in the Vancouver 
Sun. The writer, Dorothy 
Holme, is a staff member of 
the Douglas Pinion and stu-
dent representative on this 
newspaper 's editorial board. 
She is now just completing 
the advanced Journalism 
course at Douglas College, 
Su"ey Campus. 
BY DOROTHY HOLME 
Pinion Staff Writer 
The petulant attitude dis-
played by the predominantly 
male organized labor force to-
ward the federal economic 
guidelines has been a source of 
amusement and sadness to many 
Canadian working women. 
Now that the insatiable wage 
demands of this already well-
paid group have finally been 
temporarily curbed, their child-
ish manoeuvrings are interest-
ing to watch. 
They scream and pout and call 
the federal labor minister names 
They first denounce - and then 
desperately support - their 
provincial premier. They refuse 
to examine the positive aspects . 
And never once - as often is 
the case with selftsh chlldren -
do they stop and consider the 
plight of the largely unorganized 
female workers and their con-
tinuing struggle for wage parity 
with men for work of equal value. 
" Brotherhood" is apparently 
alive and well in the trade union 
movement- but surely "sister-
hood" is dead. 
It is no secret to unions, 
employers and politicians that 
Canadian women participating 
full -time in the labor force earn 
about half the wages of men -
and that the gap is widening. 
The reasons for this wage 
disparity are also well-known: 
society's inability to come to 
grips with the fact that women 
need money, the biological arg-
ument, ineffective legislation, 
and an economy that works best 
when women can be used as a 
low-paid standby labor force to 
be increased or decreased at 
will . 
The possibility that working 
women could now be the biggest 
losers under Prime Minister 
Trudeau's economic guidelines 
is of course very real. 
Grace Hartman, National 
President of CUPE, pointed this 
out most emphatically at the 
recent Liberal convention in 
Ottawa. Most Canadians tend to 
agree with her. 
But more optimistic observers 
are willing to grasp at straws -
they are hoping the government 
wm have the guts to take further 
positive and controversial action 
to prevent this. 
Trudeau's minister respon-
sible for the status of women, 
\ 
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Hon Marc Lalonde, stated on 
October 15th that the wage 
guides "make exceptions for the 
elimination of sex discrimination 
in any pay practices". 
But Mr. Lalonde had admitted 
to the House of Commons on 
May 29th that there is "dis-
crepancy between law and prac-
tice" and frustrated Human 
Rights officers couldn 't agree 
more. 
It is almost impossible to 
prove sex discrimination under 
provincial equal-pay legislation, 
which makes no provision for the 
more than 60 percent of women 
who fall into the "job ghettos" 
that have no male equivalent. 
For instance, secretarial work 
-what is it equal to in the male 
field? 
In view of this deficient law, 
women's groups and the Ad-
visory Council on the Status of 
Women have been advocating a 
system of job evaluation which 
would look at the value of female 
work in all sectors of the 
economy. 
Such a move would put some 
teeth into existing provincial and 
upcoming federal legislation, 
and enable Human Rights 
officers to enforce the law more 
effectively. 
So If the government Is truly 
sincere in Its stated intention to 
narrow the wage gap between 
women and men, It will give top 
priority to the federal Human 
Rights Bill introduced by former 
Justice Minister Otto Lang on 
July 21st. 
Only speedy passage of this 
Bill - together with a compre-
hensive job evaluation program 
by the federal human rights 
commission - will enable 
women to win wage increases 
higher than those allowed under 
the guidelines. 
The Prime Minister and his 
colleagues have quite a decision 
to make - will they use the new 
legislation as an "equalizer" to 
correct wage disparities between 
women and men? 
Or will they be reluctant to do 
so because of the male backlash 
that will no doubt occur of 
parliament acts in favor of 
women? 
The choice must be made soon 
- and there will be fireworks 
either way. 
Should the government decide 
to act positively, then it must 
also be prepared to issue a 
strong directive advising 
employers that they would be 
wise to begin wage equalization 
' even before the Bill becomes 
law. 
But wary employers will not be 
overly anxious to comply on a 
voluntary basis despite the fact 
that they will be saving money 
during the guideline period. 
Business and industry will cite 
organized labor' s present mil-
itant stance and argue that 
reserves must be built up to 
cushion the effect of even higher 
wage demands expected at the 
end of three years. 
The economic argument 
[Please Tum to Page 19]' 
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j Now available at the college bookstores 
and the English Dept. 
INTERNATIONAL 
WOMENS 
YEAR 
Available at your local campus or community bookstore 
or by subscription. 
ORDER FORM FOR EVENT 
One year 's subscription $5.00. Single copy $2.00 
Back issues available at single copy price. 
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DOUGLAS CHAIRMAN COM_MENTS ON ••• 
' 
The .changed responsibilities 
Following is the full text of 
an address by Douglas 
College Council Chairman 
Jean-Pie"e Daem to the 
Association of Community 
Colleges of Canada confer-
ence held recently in Van-
couver. The title of Mr. 
Daem 's presentation is "The 
Changed Responsibilities of 
the College Council, '' and 
because he deals with a 
variety of items pertinent to 
colleges we felt it necessary 
to carry the speech in its 
entirety. 
BY JEAN-PIERRE DAEM 
Chairman College Council 
I would like at the outset to 
clarify that the ideas and 
suggestions which I am about to 
make in this presentation are the 
results of culmination of per-
sonal thoughts, experiences and 
exchanges of ideas with a 
number of people involved in the 
college movement for some 
time. This in no way presumes 
that my ideas are shared by my 
colleagues in British Columbia, 
nor that there would be unan-
imity on my own college council 
in this regard. 
The title of my presentation is 
''The Changed Responsibilities 
of the College Council". 1 feel 
that the responsibilities of 
college council have changed in 
British Columbia for historic 
reasons but that the end result is 
not a unique problem to our 
province and is found through-
out the nation, albeit the reasons 
for achieving this result may be 
quite different. 
In this Province the comm-
unity colleges were established 
through school boards and as an 
offspring of the school boards. 
As a result the major thrust of 
community colleges i.n British 
Columbia was initially through 
school trustees and any of the 
policies which laid the found-
ation for the college were pol-
icies more reminiscent of scliool 
boards than true community 
colleges. 
The mandate for colleges was 
to provide academic transfer 
programs in line with the results 
ofthe John B. McDonald Report 
of 1963. The major purpose of 
the college was to provide 
university education for those 
areas of the Province which had 
not been served by the univer-
sities while at the same time 
providing a pressure-relief valve 
for the rapidly increasing univ-
ersity enrollment at the Univer-
sity of British Columbia. 
One of the other recommend-
ations of the Report was to 
establish Simon Fraser Univer-
sity, an institution which was 
subsequently opened in 1965. 
While I do not wish to dwell at 
this time on the changes which 
have occurred in the Province 
since then, the physiognomy of 
the community college has 
changed totally from this major 
academic transfer thrust to the 
comprehensive community 
college model providing career, 
vocational, technical, upgrad-
ing, basic and a myriad of other 
types of programs for its 
community. 
There is no doubt that the 
entire concept of the compre-
hensive community college has 
not yet been understood by all 
concerned and in fact one of the 
strangest experiences in my 
involvement in colleges was a 
result of a discussion held with 
John Bremer at a general meet· 
ing of the B.C. Association of 
Colleges. 
In response to a question by 
Mr. Bremer as to the definition 
of the word "community", the 
Chairman of my council (heaven 
forbid) admitted quite openly at 
the continuation of the sessions 
the following day that he had 
gone home and looked up the 
definition of the word comm-
unity and was now able to tell us 
what he meant and felt by 
community. 
It is obvious, then, that the 
people who were involved in the 
community college understood 
the word to by many things to 
many people. This kind of 
unease in the meaning of the 
college, its role and purpose 
again was reflected in the loose 
policies which we have seen until 
now. Colleges have attempted 
from the narrow role of transfer 
to become all things to all 
people. 
I believe that this is the 
challenge ahead of us and the 
challenge that we as college 
council members are going to 
have to meet. 
What then are the problems 
that we are facing? What are the 
causes for our changed re-
sponsibilities? I see these as 
five-fold and these are; 
1. The constant comparison 
between the community college 
and the universities. While I 
propose to explain these in 
further detail throughout this 
discussion, I believe that there 
are fundamental differences 
between the colleges and the 
universities which make them 
totally incomparable. The coll-
eges must meet the basic educ-
ation system for the community. 
Universities are and should 
continue to be sophisticated 
institutions which unfortunately 
have been totally misrepresent-
ed in the 1960's, largely because 
they were the only post-second-
ary institutions available other 
than the Provincial vocational 
institutes. 
they must teach 120 students for 
16 hours a week, and to then see 
the same faculty jump at the first 
opportunity for an assistant 
professorship in a university or a 
lectureship where they must 
then teach first-year courses and 
stand in front of 1000 or 1500 
students. 
It is my contention that most of 
the faculty that were hired 
during the market crunch of the 
late 60's in the colleges are 
waiting for a chance to move up 
to the university. 
This is not to say that many of 
our faculty are not prepared to 
continue in the community 
colleges, nor that they are totally 
dedicated to the college, but 
merely to say that that faction of 
faculty which see us as mini-
universites have created a pre-
conceived notion about what we 
are and what we do. 
Compounded to this problem 
are the concessions we have 
made in the collective bargain-
ing process to allow faculty to 
self-recruit. 
As a result the academic 
paternalism which occurs in the 
universities where a professor 
hires a friend's graduate stu-
dents and these in turn hire their 
friends, has transcended into the 
college. 
Faculty with similar philos-
ophies tend to recruit people who 
will "fit in" to the group. This 
method of self-recruiting merely 
tends to compound the problem 
''We suffer from preconceived 
notions regarding the role of the 
community college.'' 
2. -We suffer from the pre-
conceived notions regarding the 
role of the community college. 
I have already indicated that 
many people still see us as 
academic transfer institutions 
and very few people have faith in 
the comprehensive nature of a 
college. 
We have been misrepresented 
in the community as mini-
universities and are constantly 
reminded that it is not our role. 
Much of this stems from faculty 
expectations who see their func-
tion in the co!lege as that of a 
university professor and whose 
long-term ambition is still to 
"step-up" to the university. 
It is a bit ironic to sit at the 
negotiating table with faculty 
and to hear the arguments of 
stress, fatigue, overwork, and 
tremendous burden because 
outlined in my first point and 
continues to create an institution 
which has many university 
expectations. 
We also have great precon-
ceived notions about the needs of 
the community. I would question 
how these needs have been 
determined and I would further 
question that we are more often 
than not meeting the needs of 
the faculty who feel that they 
should or should not teach a 
given course rather than the 
needs of the community who is 
most instances are not able to 
articulate their needs to us. 
3. One of the major problems 
facing all institutions across this 
nation is the financial squeeze 
which we all find ourselves in. In 
this Province, I for one have been 
one of the few people using a 
different terminology than most 
of my colleagues. 
You will read in the press in 
the past few weeks great outcries 
regarding budget cuts, financial 
restrictions, economic cutbacks, 
fiscal restraint. Throughout 
these times I have said that the 
colleges have enjoyed a less than 
anticipated increase in their 
budgets. 
While this may sound comical 
at first, I don't think it is in the 
sense that since 1971 the college 
budgets have increased from $8 
million to $31 million in 1975. 
We can anticipate that the 
requests put in by the colleges 
because the experiences of the 
northern colleges are entirely 
different from the experiences of 
the urban colleges. 
It is interesting throughout 
these fiscal restraint periods to 
watch the jockeying for positions 
of all institutions. The attempts 
to linger on to programmes that 
"belong to us" rather than the 
sharing of information and 
possibly the re-deployment of 
programmes to areas and/ or 
institutions which are more able 
to provide the training which has 
traditionally been provided else-
where. 
''We must cope with the problem 
from the change in the transfer 
institutions to the comprehensive 
community college.'' 
for I 976 would have raised the 
total operating budgets for 
colleges to approximately $50 
million. At the same time the 
Provincial Department of Edu-
cation in 1973 announced that 
there would be $100 million 
provided for capital expendit-
ures between now and next five 
years. 
We have also seen the edu-
cation budget of this Province 
increased to one-third of the total 
budget of the Province. I need 
not tell my friends from Ontario 
the tremendous impact on edu-
cation if and when a government 
allows to increa e the Provincial 
education b get irrationally 
and withou control. 
It is ea to see the opposition 
run an entire campaign on an 
anti-education platform and win. 
We have had good times in the 
Province for the past three to 
four years and we will have good 
times in future I am sure, but we 
have been asked at this time to 
use restraint and to review 
those things which we are doing 
in an attempt to do them more 
efficiently. This I support and 
this I will do my part to succeed. 
It is even more of a concern to 
me to hear my colleagues com-
plain of the budget cuts because 
their colleges in the urban areas 
; have had to exercise more 
restraint than rural colleges. 
They seem to forget that in the 
past two years we have seen the 
addition of five new colleges in 
this Province, all in the rural 
areas. They seem to forget that 
for 50 years the people of this 
Province have been subsidizing 
post-secondary institutions in 
the urban areas. 
I would challenge them to 
debate with me the right for the 
rural areas to now have a share of 
the pie and I personally would 
support any government that 
provides education systems in 
these rural areas. 
British Columbia is probably 
somewhat unique in this country 
in the sense that we have 
tremendous geographical 
barriers that have to be over-
come if we are to provide 
education to sparsely populated 
areas and pockets of individuals 
in the northern areas of our 
Province. If we in the urban 
areas can be of any assistance to 
the colleges in the rural areas 
then I think we are not only 
benefitting education but we are 
also benefitting ourselves 
4. We must cope with the 
problem from the change in the 
transfer institutions to the com-
prehensive community college. 
In large part this change has met 
with traditional attitudes. 
For example, the faculty still 
view the teaching in the compre-
hensive community college as 
the teaching of courses packaged 
in one-hour sessions. If we are 
goi~g to be involved in the 
comprehensive community 
college then it makes no sense to 
me to use traditional methods to 
teach non-traditional students. 
I can appreciate that a student 
straight out of high-school, con-
ditioned to the system of lectur-
ing and conditioned to the 
monologue of an instructor 
standing on a pedestal in a 
sterile room with the paraphern-
alia required by educators to do 
their thing, can learn and poss-
ibly get through a programme. 
I find it much more difficult 
however ; to see the adult requir-
ing upgrading coming to a 
campus in an environment which 
is totally foreign to him and sit 
for one hour attempting to learn 
a basic principle which may only 
take 15 minutes for another 
student. 
Faculty have been the greatest 
barrier to taking the college to 
the community. The main 
barrier being that they cannot 
teach unless they are in the 
college, amongst their familiar 
surroundings. If it is so trau-
matic for them to teach outside 
the college then surely to God it 
must be even more traumatic for 
the student to come into the 
college amongst the hallowed 
halls of learning in order to 
obtain this great wisdom. 
If I ever have my choice, if I 
ever had the opportunity I would 
establish a college with a min-
imal core facility to provide for 
the administrative structure and 
an entire series of satellite 
outlets which would allow stu-
dents to participate and to 
partake in education in their own 
surroundings. 
Fifthly and lastly, the problem 
of constant productivity and 
lately decreasing productivity 
has been one of the major 
drawbacks in post·secondary 
education. 
We all recognize that costs in 
society have increased for what-
ever we undertake. Be it the 
purchase of supplies, the con-
struction of buildings, and of 
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of college council members 
course the hiring of faculty and 
support staff. 
Industry and business have 
been able to cope with this by 
either increasing their price or 
increasing their productivity 
through technological change. 
All other sectors of the public 
field have done similarly in the 
sense that they have increased 
productivity and in some cases 
increased their prices. 
Education stands alone in the 
public sector in the one area 
where productivity has not in-
creased inasmuch as we are not 
using any new techniques in 
teaching to provide better 
services to our student at a lower 
direct cost to the college. In fact, 
productivity has decreased in the 
sense that we have swalled hook, 
sinker, and liner the arguments 
that smaller classes make for 
better teaching. 
Professor John Ellis of Simon 
Fraser University urged many 
years ago that post-secondary 
education should make use of the 
technology available to it. Few of 
his suggestions have been 
followed up andlhere is no doubt 
in my mind that if we are to 
continue to provide the edu-
cational opportunities of the 
future we are going to have to 
review our traditional vehicles of 
providing education and estab-
lish new techniques, new modes 
of packaging, and distributing 
the information. 
What then are the changed 
responsibilities of college coun-
cil members'? 
1. Firstly, we must accept the 
responsibility for the college as a 
separate entity. We are not 
public schools which have a very 
regimented curriculum and we 
are not universities. 
College councils must insure 
that the faculty and staff appre-
ciate that while the cuniversities 
have the role of changing and 
challenging society's values, the 
college must reflect those values 
and we cannot allow the college 
to establish itself as an instit-
ution challenging the society. 
This is particularly important 
i'l rural areas where values are 
much narrower than in the urban 
areas. It may be well and fine for 
our Marxist-Leninist faculty to 
challenge the students, chall-
enge society if he is a member of 
the faculty of Simon Fraser 
University. 
I feel it is very wrong if that 
same faculty attempt the same 
techniques at the college level 
has a function to take children 
from K through 12. The public 
school system cannot allow itself 
to be involved for upgrading, 
recurring, or basic re-training. 
Its purpose is to provide the 
basic tools to children, a role 
which the college should not 
attempt to undertake but rather 
to complement. 
As college council members it 
is imperative that we not accept 
the notions of either of these 
systems and establish policies 
and principles which are unique 
to the college. 
2. As college council mem-
bers we must stop thinking of our 
own college or our own region. 
We must view the transmission 
of learning through the college 
system as a Provincial network. 
Recurring education must be 
available to all areas irrespective 
of their geographic location. 
In this thinking we must break 
out of the elitist structures and 
the elitist principles which have 
been established within the 
college. 
I have heard many times 
concerns by our faculty that the 
universities do not recognize us 
as their equal. It is not my intent 
as a college council member to 
see the college become the equal 
of the university. I would 
suggest to you that we are above 
the university in those areas 
which we have been given a 
mandate to undertake. 
Unfortunately, in this com-
petition between the universities 
and the colleges, the universities 
have become involved in pro-
grammes which rightfully 
belong withing the college and 
similarly the college has 
attempted to ape the university 
in areas which rightfully belong 
to them. 
It is of some concern to me 
when I see the catalogue of one 
of our newer colleges with an 
extremely large Indian popul-
ation cater to this population by 
providing a "course" in the 
anthropology of the Indian. 
I would suggest that the 
average Indian couldn't care less 
about the anthropology of the 
B.C. Indian but is far more 
interested in learning some basic 
skills that would make him 
productive in either his reserve 
or society. 
It is this form of elitism which I 
think we as college council 
members must get a grip upon 
and must eliminate from our 
college if necessary. 
''Undoubtedly, 
challenge ahead 
the 
of 
greatest 
is to us 
provide alternative modes of 
packageing learning. It becomes 
an anachronism in the colleges to 
speak of courses being three or 
four one-hour sessions per 
week.'' 
where we have a mandate by our 
community to attempt to provide 
a system of education which is 
complimentary and in many 
cases supplementary to the 
public school system. 
At the same time the college 
should not be regimented to the 
extent that the public school is . It 
3. Undoubtedly, the greatest 
challenge ahead of us is to 
provide alternative modes of 
packaging learning. It becomes 
an anachronism in the colleges to 
speak of courses being three or 
four one-hour sessions per week. 
We have lost sight of the type 
of student which we are serving 
and of the problems encountered 
by these people through the 
traditional method of teaching. 
Unfortunately, we a!> college 
council members have allowed 
ourselves to get caught in this 
trap through concessions made 
in the collective bargaining pro-
cess. We have accepted that a 
traditional workload is 16 hours 
comprising of four courses 
taught four times a week. 
How do we transpose this 
method of teaching to the Indian 
population where a child may 
require six hours to learn a 
principle which a normal high-
school graduate may master in 
one hour? 
How do we transpose this type 
of working condition to the rural 
areas where a faculty member 
may .have to take our a mobile 
classroom for two to three weeks 
on end? 
College councils are going to 
have to review these policies 
very carefully and in many cases 
we are going to have to reestab-
lish the professional ethic of 
teaching and not confuse prof-
essionalism with labor-union 
criteria. I am not opposed to 
certification, in fact I support it 
right down the line. I am 
opposed, however, to some of 
the restrictions which are now 
imposed upon the college as a 
result of the language of many of 
our faculy contracts. 
I believe that in the next two to 
three years we are going to have 
to look very closely at these 
contracts and at new language 
unique to the colleges again. 
4. College council members 
are going to have to refine the 
college structure from an 
academic structure to a comm-
unity oriented structure! This 
means making far greater use of 
the community in advisory 
committees and in providing the 
input to the college for the 
determination of its pro-
grammes. 
5. Policy setting - college 
councils must take greater re-
sponsibility in the establishment 
, of policies for their colleges. 
College councils must question 
the traditional approaches pro-
moted by faculty and their 
administration and should look 
to innovative methods such as 
mobile classroooms, flexible 
class time and remember that 
always and utmost in their minds 
they are responsible for service 
to people and not service to their 
faculty. 
6. Assessment of the impact 
of these policies - not only must 
the council members establish 
the policy but they should also 
find ways of assessing the 
impact of their policy. 
I am certain that many of you, 
as we have in our college council, 
have received for approval out-
lines of new prog'rammes and 
courses. And undoubtedly these 
have been discussed and event-
ually passed by the college 
councit. 
I am certain that if you were to 
look back on these programmes 
two, three, four or five years 
down the road you would find 
little resemblance between the 
proposal which you passed and 
that which is now being taught 
within the college. 
It is important that college 
council continue to monitor those 
things which it has approved and 
continue to be involved in the 
evolution and changes which are 
constantly going on within these 
programmes. Only then can you 
justifiably go to your community 
and explain what it is the college 
is doing. 
The process of decision-
making and provision of direc-
tion to the college is becoming a 
very onerous task. Undoubtedly, 
the function of college council 
member is as important as that 
of alderman, school trustee or 
any other member of a public 
body. 
Council members must be 
prepared to devote their time to 
the endeavour inasmuch as 
contrary to a private board it is 
not as easy to determine the 
effects of the policy decision by 
the balance sheet. 
In education there are no such 
balance sheets and only through 
involvement in the affairs of the 
college can the council member 
continue to make a useful 
contribution in his institution. 
The college council member 
must assert himself in the 
decision-making process, he 
must challenge the administr-
ation's premises and assump-
tions. And above all he must 
remember that faculty and 
administration are hired because 
of their ability and expertise to 
achieve the objectives set by 
council and not because of their 
ability to challenge these object-
ives. 
College council members 
must remember that they are the 
experts in the field and that the 
only claim to fame that faculty 
and administration have to hold 
their position is their post-
graduate degrees which in many 
cases have not prepared them for 
their role within the college. 
The community, the council, 
and the faculty and admir.istra-
are to be successful as college 
council members. We, the 
college council members, are the 
experts~ we the members of the 
community are more than just a 
body to review the finances and 
to rubber-stamp the decisions 
which are being laid upon us. 
In turn, we must accept the 
onerous responsibility of ensur-
ing that if we are to be the 
experts then we are indeed to 
maintain very close contact with 
our community to ensure that 
what we say indeed does reflect 
what is being said in the 
community. 
8. Following from the above it 
is mandatory then that we share 
our priorities with our comm-
unity. In other words, we must 
have an assessment of the 
community's needs. We must 
determine whether our college at 
this time is fulfilling faculty 
needs, or whether it is indeed 
fulfilling the needs of the comm-
unity. 
In this assessment we should 
not mistake the vocal groups for 
the true community needs. 
Indeed, it is traditional in the 
colleges to mount programmes 
for those organized groups who 
happen to be able to voice their 
needs to us in an eloquent and 
loud fashion. 
The challenge to us as college 
council members, however, is to 
determine the needs of those 
who need our help most, namely 
those who cannot articulate what 
it is they require of us. 
Thus it is extremely important 
that in the revision of our college 
structure we attempt to bring in 
the community through the use 
of advisory committees and that 
these communities be used by 
college council to the maximum 
by ensuring that it is their input 
to the college which determines 
''Probably the most important 
challenge which has already 
changed the college council role 
and will probably transform it 
even more in the next three to 
four years is the matter of faculty 
certification.'' 
tion together form the expertise 
which will make the college 
successful but each within this 
structure must understand his or 
her role and so administration 
and faculty must remember that 
their role is to bring the object-
ives of the l;>oard to fruition and 
not to act as a barrier and/ or a 
challenge to these objectives. 
This is of course an extreme 
opposite to the university model 
where the departments set their 
objectives and where the Board 
of Governors would be chall-
enged on meddling with aca-
demic freedom if it were to 
attempt to impose policies from 
the top. 
Again, in the universities 
there is a mandate to challenge . 
and question society's values, 
whereas in the college the board 
is to reflect those values and 
hopefully the board can then try 
and send or descend these 
values into the college system. 
7. College council members 
must forsake the layman's tag 
and accept the experts tag if they 
9. Probably the most import-
ant challenge which has already 
changed the college council role 
and will probably transform it 
even more in the next three to 
four years is the matter of faculty 
certification. 
There is no doubt in my mind 
that we must establish protec-
tion for faculty in terms of their 
working conditions and salaries. 
However, if certification is to 
limit the capabilities of the 
teacher, if certification is to 
question the professional ethic of 
teaching and alternative modes 
of education, if certification is to 
hamper the delivery systems of 
the educational system, if cert-
ification is an escape valve for 
the incompetence of individuals 
to be hidden and perpetuated 
then I say certification may be 
the first nail in the coffin of the 
community college. 
College council members 
must accept certification as a 
constructive thing but must 
remember that in protecting the 
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right of the individual, they also 
insure the protection of the 
student and the college as a 
viable institution. 
10. A number of 
arguments have 
been made regard-
ing the autonomy of 
the college and the 
requirement to re-
tain this autonomy at 
all costs. 
It is my feeling that we as 
college council have a respon-
sibility to ensure that the college 
provides an immediate and 
direct service to its community. 
If this service is through the 
vocational, career, technical, or 
basic education and upgrading 
programmes then it is important 
that we ensure our students have 
not only gathered the basic skills 
required to perform a task but 
also have been assured of a 
mobility within society which 
allows them to settle in the areas 
of their choice. 
Thus, we as college council 
must accept the need to work 
more closely with the employers 
and with industry in the estab-
lishment of standards for certif-
ication of our students. We 
cannot allow students to go 
through vocational or career 
programmes without providing 
them an outlet. 
This is not to say that we must-
guarantee them a job but merely 
that we must guarantee them an 
opportunity of employment. 
·I need not remind my friends 
from Ontario again of the diff-
iculties experienced in that 
Province when the institutions 
felt that they were autonomous 
in the establishment of stand-
ards for their programmes. We 
cannot continue to promote the 
split between academic and 
career vocational programmes. 
We must integrate our ed-
ucation but we must at the same 
time ensure that the elitist 
academic faculty not interfere 
with the equally important, if not 
more important, segments of the 
career-vocational programmes 
so that our students cannot only 
share the benefits of a liberal 
general education with the 
immediate benefits of a c ueer 
vocational programme. 
11. College council members 
must establish a power base if 
they are to fight the Increasing 
number of pressures being ex-
erted on them by those organ-
ized bodies. 
Faculty, staff and to some 
extent students have their power 
base. To date councils do not . 
This was evident in the past few 
weeks when in the face of fiscal 
restraint, every segment of the 
community college was able to 
voice their opinion with the 
exception of the college council. 
Undoubtedly, if we are to 
retain our credibility, and if we 
are to ensure that our community 
receives the true facts of the 
happenings within the college 
then the college councils must 
ensure that they have a sufficient 
power base to counteract the 
actions of the other groups. 
12. Fiscal responsibilities in 
the face of the changes in 
government policy which have 
been evident throughout the 
country and in light of the 
general make-up of our college 
budgets, where 70 to 80 percent 
of our total costs are expended 
for salaries, make it evident 
that college council members 
will have to exercise fiscal 
responsibility. 
College council will have to 
very seriously consider employ-
ing more part-time faculty who 
are not entitled to the fringe 
benefits and the various other 
long-term benefits found in 
faculty contracts. 
We will have to take a close 
look at the assumed notion that 
years of service deserve ·auto-
matic increments above and 
beyond the cost of living in-
creases, and we will have to take 
a close look at the assumption 
that 16 hours of teaching are the 
maximal teaching load that a 
faculty member can bear or that 
130 students is the total number 
o'f students that a faculty mem-
ber should face. 
I can see in the next few years 
an increase in the student 
contact hours per faculty mem-
ber rather than an increase in the 
number of faculty and an in-
crease in salaries as an incentive 
for the faculty to permit in-
creased student/teacher ratios. 
We must also take a very close 
look at requiring our faculty to be 
available on campus for a full 
seven or eight hour day when not 
in the classroom rather than be 
available for consulting work and 
I or just lecturing in other ins tit-
utions . 
We have seen an increasing 
trend in our own college for our 
faculty and administration to be 
involved more and more in 
extra-curricular activities which 
in many instances are financialy 
beneficial to them . 
This is not to say that our staff 
should not be involved in the 
community. Far from it. We 
would encourage them to do so. 
It is of concern to us, however , 
when our staff find the time to 
supplement , and in many cases 
double their salaries , by working 
outside the college while at the 
same time arguing that their 
functions within the college 
cause them such stress and 
fatigue that they must have two 
months holidays per year, six 
weeks professional devel-
opment, and a maximum work-
ing load of 16 hours. 
We must begin to look at the 
purchasing of packaged instruc-
tional units instead of hiring new 
faculty members. 
The sharing of such instruc-
tional units with other colleges in 
order to lower the financial 
demands on each individual 
college, a cutting back on the 
number and extent of sabbatical 
leaves given the faculty and' 
administration , the reduction of 
released time given faculty for 
administrative and committee 
assignments, the reduction of 
the number of faculty comm-
ittees or the determination of the 
costs of such committees and 
then requiring greater output to 
justify this cost, the use of 
secretarial, clerical, and tech-
nical pools in order to lower the 
cost of support staff for our 
faculty. 
The above are but a small 
number of concessions which 
have been made time and time 
again by administration and 
college councils which have 
reduced the productivity of our 
teaching component. 
Any other financial restraints 
which may be imposed upon the 
college will have a minor effect 
on the total budget but should be 
considered as well. 
The abuse of the copying 
machine amd the dissemination 
of the copying material has 
probably been one of the great-
est wastes in education. lt is 
mandatory that we establish 
tighter controls on the use of the 
xerox machine and the other 
duplicating facilities. The re-
duction of travel expenses is an 
area which we as college council 
must take a very strong stand. 
It seems unjustifiable to me as 
a college council member that we 
should have to pay for the travel 
of a faculty member to a learned 
conference so that he may 
produce a research document.. 
which will only promote himself. 
This is not to say that I would 
not support travel to a confer-
ence which will benefit the 
teaching and/or vehicle for 
educational learning within the 
college. 
There are a number of other 
things which we as a college 
council can do and which would 
be far too lenghtly to list here. 
But undoubtedly the increas-
ing of regular class size and 
lecture sections, the operating of 
a modified work week or a 
four-three week and the pro-
vision of module programmes 
during the interim term or 
duringthe summer to utilize our 
staff and facilities more fully, the 
provision of accelerated pro-
grammes, independent study or 
work study instead of required 
courses, the continued revision 
of courses and dropping of 
courses, the use of audio tutorial 
programmes, resource rooms, 
closed circuit two-way telephone 
for outlying areas, the use of 
resource personnel from a 
community rather than the 
college, and so on and so on. 
In conclusion, I would like to 
emphasize that I am optimistic 
about the future of the college 
because I see the boards and the 
councils taking a more active 
interest in the affairs of the 
educational institution. 
I am somewhat pessimistic in 
the short-term because I see 
great struggles ahead to change 
the snowball trends which have 
come from both the teachers 
federations in the secondary 
schools and the university fac-
ulties in the institutes of higher 
education. 
We are going to take a very 
strong stand that colleges are 
unique, that they have a diff-
erent mode of transmission of 
learning, that they cannot fit 
within the models that the staff 
have come from. 
I am pessimistic because I can 
see that we are going to have 
great confrontations but that in 
the end because the college has 
made its mark on society, 
because the college has now 
become an accepted method of 
teaching and learning I am 
optimistic that in the long term 
the challenge will be faced and 
responsibilities will be met. 
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Bryan Blomme 
PINION STAFF WRITER 
R.B. Sheridan's son Tom once told him: "For my own 
part, if I get into Parliament, I will pledge myself to no 
party, but write upon my forehead in legible characters 'to 
be let."' 
"And under that," his father suggested, "write 
'unfurnished.''' 
What, then, does one do with a whole political party 
which is "to be let"? 
The flotsam surfacing in the contest for the leadership of 
the national Progressive Conservative Party in Canada is 
more than just an indication of mediocre talent on the right. 
Far more than a dynamic leader the Conservatives 
should be searching for a natural constituency amongst the 
electorate. And to find this they must first develop a 
consistent conservative philosophy. 
The roots of the malaise in the party go deep, but the 
legacy of the dynamism of John Diefenbaker and Pierre 
Elliot Trudeau does much to explain the current sterility in 
the party. God-like images are hard to upstage. 
The Conservatives know that Diefenbaker' s popularity 
quickly waned when the public realized there was nothing 
of substance to his politics. 
They also know that Trudeau's halo, while it has slipped 
occasionally, has never become a noose, mainly because 
the Liberals' catch-all philosophy has been widely popular. 
But the government's quandary, precipitated by the 
free-spending of this something-for-everybody policy, 
should now give the Conservatives a solid base for 
developing a party platform on which a credible leader 
could then be set. 
Build the house first, then holler from the rooftop. 
The ideals of the Conservative party in Canada have 
never in recent memory been questioned. But this is 
principally because they have not been known. 
The only consistency in the proposals of the Tory 
opposition has been in their incongruity with a basic 
conservatism. 
Thus, we have had the Conservatives fighting an election 
offering wage and price controls. This is totally antithetical 
to the conservative mind. 
It is a basic tenet of conservatism that a man be able to 
sell his services or buy what he wants at a price he agrees is 
reasonable. His selling or buying shows his agreement on 
price. 
A workable and believable conservative platform could 
be built around the idea of getting the government off the 
backs of those who wish to do something for themselves. 
Every small businessman is the haggard recipient of a 
bale of papers (questionaires, forms, etc.) each year .from 
the federal government which he cannot lift, let alone read 
and answer. 
Efficiency is hampered and inefficiency promoted by 
restrictive tariffs, and import and export quotas. 
Price controls, profit controls, and wage controls will, 
need it be said, in the long term destroy efficiency 
altogether. 
Violent fluctuation in the rate of money creation creates 
an atmosphere in which it is impossible to make even 
approximately accurate investment decisions. 
This last point is a natural for conservative policy. It 
should now be obvious from the overuse of monetary policy 
to stimulate economic growth that this tool needs to be 
controlled by law, and not by politicians ruled by the desire 
to survive in office. 
While pegging the allowable increase in the money 
supply to a set rate per annum, a policy most influentially 
broached by economist Milton Friedman, would restrict the 
government in its tinkering with the economy" the harmful 
effects ofthis would surely be outweighed by the increased 
stability in the investment and savings markets and in the 
reduced rate of price increase. 
The Tories would do well to study the chapter in Robert 
Townsend's book, Up the Organization, on setting up a 
department for killing things. While Townsend applies his 
idea to private business, the application of it to government 
could only produce benefit. 
Only if they had a basically conservative platform could 
the Conservative Party justify the present unseemly 
hand-wringing over a new leader. 
The hysteria in that party, with Alberta Premier Peter 
Lougheed opting out, is indicative of the grits-and-jowls 
mess the party is in- John Turner and Diefenbaker having 
been mentioned already. 
The one lesson the Tories have learned well is that 
offering a right-wing alternative is not enough when the 
Grits are offering everyting. So they don't offer i~. 
The bankruptcy of the Liberal policies will be 
responsible for elevating the Conservatives. And it will not' 
much matter who's wearing the "unfurnished" sign. 
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Double 
Continued from page 1 
years there will be a permanent 
location established for the 
Richmond campus , " said 
Wootton. 
Plans for doubling the size of 
the existing campus have been 
almost two years in the process 
and include studies of population 
growth in Richmond, 
Tsawwassen and Ladner. 
.The Douglas principal was 
invited to attend a board meeting 
of the Richmond School District 
after trustee Larry Hillman cri-
ticized the services provided by 
the Richmond campus. 
Hillman suggested Richmond 
students travel to Langara 
campus of Vancouver Comm-
unity College in South Van-
couver for a wider range of 
subjects . 
The Richmond trustee agreed 
with the recommendations 
Richmond campus 
which were suggested in the 
January 1975 Marsh report on 
Lower Mainland community 
colleges which stated that 
Langara should serve Richmond 
students. 
However , Wootton said that 
Richmond residents are receiv-
ing "good value" for the money 
at the Richmond campus. 
He explained that Richmond 
taxpayers funded 15.5 percent of 
the local share of operating costs 
at the Richmond campus and had 
12.5 percent of all students in the 
Douglas College system, includ-
ing campuses at Surrey and New 
Westminster. 
He said that approximately 
400 of the total 501 students 
attending Richmond were from 
that municipality. 
" We are often criticized for 
the lack of services in Richmond, 
but we offer 70 different courses 
here ." 
Wootton said there are 1,527 
students at the Surrey campus 
and 1,789 at New Westminster 
this fall. 
The average class in Rich-
mond has 22 students, compared 
with 26 students in the other two 
campuses. 
The 25,000 square foot exist-
ing property, leased wholly from 
Richmond Holdings Ltd. by the 
provincial government, will be 
increased by 25,950 square feet. 
The department of education 
will fund the new lease of 
$6 7, 4 70 per year, as well as more 
than $80,000 per year for the 
existing building. 
Capital improvements for the 
new structure to be built total 
$380,000 and also are funded 
completely by the provincial 
government, said Wootton. 
Petulant attitude deplored 
Continued from page 15 
against wage equalization now 
comes into play. It is a strong one 
which no amount of tough 
legislation can counteract. 
H equal-pay laws are en-
forced, employers will just cut 
back and lay off. Women will 
once again get the short end of 
the stick. 
It should be clear by now that 
wage parity for women will not 
be attained through the gener-
osity of any one group- it must 
be a tripartite affair. 
Cooperation is the essential 
Society· 
Continued from page 4 
to pool obtained revenues into 
student services, clubs, activ-
ities, charities, and other related 
student benefits. 
We would abolish general 
meetings as the only method of 
policy making, in favor of refer-
endums. 
The referendums would 
require 10 percent student 
support for non-monetary issues 
and 20 percent for monetary 
issues. 
The referendums would re-
quire open meetings on each 
campus, publishing the views of 
those who oppose the refer-
endum issue, using maximum 
personal contact to reach as 
many students as possible. 
FOR RENT 
. Self-employed theatrical 
agent requires mature stu-
dent to provide compan-
ionship to 7 year old 
daughter. Evenings. f.lso 
assume responsibility for 
household chores. Ideal for 
student interested in music 
or theatre . Please call 
Marilyn at 274-7690. 
Co-op house in Surrey on 
132nd Street 10 minutes for 
either New West or Surrey 
campuses . Just over Patullo 
bridge . Needs 1 person now 
and another on Dec. 15. 
Prefer a woman, children 
OK, experience in co-op 
living prefered . Rent is $300 
ingredient and I would Uke to 
end this article by issuing a 
challenge to the federal govern· 
ment, to management and to 
labor. 
To government: Don't lose 
your cool now - reinforce the 
guidelines with positive legis-
lation. Appoint some qualified 
women to the all-male Canada 
Labor Relations Council. Female 
representation is imperative on a 
body whose ultimate goal is 
"developing a fair and workable 
incomes policy for Canadians". 
To mana ement: Face the fact 
WORKSHOP 
that women are entering the 
labor force in record numbers -
40 percent participation is pre-
dicted by 1980. Women at:e 
serious workers- often. heads of 
families - and have worked for 
half-pay long enough. St~p using 
organized labor as a convenient 
scapegoat. 
To Labor: For goodness sake, 
quit your bitching. You claim to 
represent wo'men- here's your 
chance to prove it. And please 
spare us "solidarity forever" 
until it has some relevance to 
working women. 
Generations in change 
A workshop titled "Two Gen-
erations in Change" was held on 
the New West campus Nov 22, 
1975. 
It was an opportunity for 
mothers and daughters to exam-
inee the traditional family re-
lationships in light of women's 
movement and changing social 
values. 
Betsy McDonald, co-ordinator 
of the employment orientation 
for women at vee, and her 
daughter, Val Davison, a coun-
selor at Len Shepherd Junior 
Secondary School, discussed 
their life together during Val's 
on 4 bedroom house split 4 
ways . Please phone Russ or 
Cord at 584-2016. 
FOR SALE 
Hockey equipment in good 
condition. Size SK-120 . 
Helmet with mouthguard . 
Size 26 leather gloves . Shin 
pads . Total price : $22 . 
Please calllocal242, Surrey 
campus . 
1 Ladies 21" Standard 
bicycle. Fully reconditioned 
and guaranteed . $45.00 
(firm) . 1 Ladies 21" 3 sp . 
bicycle. Fully reconditioned 
$75 .00 (firm) . Please phone 
274-1330. 
LOST & FOUND 
Lost : woman ' s large orange 
years at home. 
The afternoon program began 
with a panel of mothers and 
daughters exchanging views 
with the audience and each other 
on the problems, rights, and 
responsibilities of each of their 
roles. · 
The program ended with a 
statement from daughters that 
they were more comfortable with 
their mothers playing a trad-
itional role of guidance, support, 
and advising, rather than rush-
ing into the role that is often 
established between mothers 
and daughters. 
carved ring. Great senti-
mental value. Reward 
offered. 
BABYSITTING 
Will Babysit New Year's 
Eve in my home, Tsa-
wwassen, Ladner area . 
Phone Phyllis at 946-1085 or 
946-9003 . 
WANTED 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Looking for a bass drummer 
& keyboards to form a band 
and try our own original 
music. Please phone Doug 
at 530-3629 . 
Wanted : Backup ride from 
Boundary Rd . Canada Way 
to Surrey campus for classes 
at 8 a.m ., Monday through 
Wednesday. 
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New slant 
old chants 
Following are some Christmas Carols and verse revised 
by our own Su"ey ReporterJoanDahl, with apoligies to the 
original writers. 
BYJOANDAHL 
Pinion Surrey Reporter 
[WIDT~ CHRISTMAS] 
I'm dreaming of a nice Christmas, 
· Although I haven't too much dough, 
Before spiralling inflation 
Left my accounts in desolation, 
Now I'm thinking of all the bills I owe. 
I'm dreaming of a quiet Christmas, 
With ev'ry Christmas card I write, 
May the postal workers stay merry and bright, 
Now Bryce Mackassey has settled the strike. 
[I'LL BE HOME FOR CHRISTMAS] 
I'll be home for Christmas, 
You can count on me. 
If the warden won't give me &. three day pass 
I'll still get home, you'll see. 
I got time off for good behaviour, 
My life's sentence has been cut to three, 
My parole 'II come through by Christmas, 
Before long I'll be free. 
[CHRISTMAS IS COMING] 
Christmas is coming, 
My notebook's getting fat 
I've got three exams tomorrow 
How about that! 
If you don't get an 'A' or 'B' 
A 'C' or 'P' will do, • 
And if you don't pass the course 
Well God bless you! 
[I SAW THREE SHIPS] 
There 're trawlers and gillnetters just off shore, 
This Christmas day, this Christmas day, 
They're Japanese and Russian too, 
This Christmas day in the morning. 
And what are their ships doing there 
This Christmas day, this Christmas day, 
They're waiting for the skiffs to come in 
Before they head back home again. 
And what are in those ships out there, 
What have they caught this Christmas day? 
They've hake and salmon and ocean perch, 
This Christmas day in the morning. 
We can't afford our own patrol 
To guard the coast, to keep them 'way 
It cost much more than we can pay, 
The patrol withdrew in November. 
['TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS] 
On the night before finals, 
Through my mind, like a sieve, 
Ran the cases of German, 
Accusative, nominative and dative. 
The genders were nestled 
In neat sets of three, 
But just how I should use them 
Was quite beyond me. 
Objects tripped off in consecutive order, 
'Da' and 'Wo' compounds were found in each quarter, 
Contractions with articles flitted by my closed ~yes, 
Subordinating conjunctions buzzed madly like flies. 
And prepositions with datives and accusatives 
Spun faster and faster 
Around in my head 
While I lay tossing and turning in my bed. 
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WOMEN TOLD AT WORKSHOP 
Career s.eekers must make pact 
BY DOROTHY HOLME 
Pinion Staff Writer 
The first prerequisite for 
women who seek non-traditional 
careers is. to make a "peace 
pact" with their families . 
This was the message con-
veyed by the resource guests 
who spoke at the Non-Trad-
itional Careers for Women 
Workshop held at Douglas 
College Surrey Campus on Nov-
An advertise111e~nt 
with so111ehu111our 
-and a little wit 
The following item was orig-
inally ca"ied as an actual 
advertisement in the college 's 
faculty publication, The Mad 
Hatter. However, because of its 
humor imd witty style the 
editors of the Pinion felt it 
worthy of publication once more, 
in_ the form of a feature, human 
interest item. 
The books have probably all 
been sold by now, so the writer 's 
name and number are omitted. 
The following books are for 
sale, because I never want to see 
them again and book-burning 
goes against my basic principles. 
Some people claim that I have 
no basic principles, but what do 
they know: And how did they 
find out? 
FOR SALE: 
One copy of Keeton 's Biolog-
ical Science, full of things to 
thrill you and to chill you. Learn 
what fun creatures amoebas 
really are . Discover which of 
your traits can be blamed on your 
parents. Worm your way out of 
any paternity suit. Astound your 
friends at a party by revealing 
how water travels up a tree. 
Guaranteed to make people 
realize how boring they really 
are. 
The original price of this 
treasure was $12.SO, but you can 
buy it for $7., a mere pittance. 
One copy of Ethics, 2nd ed., 
by William Frankena. It's in 
excellent condition, because I 
didn't read anymore of it than I 
had to. I underlined all the deep 
profound thoughts I could find, 
which may make reading it 
easier. 
After you have begun the 
philosophy course, you'll prob-
ably feel that nothing could make 
it easier, and you'll have a valid 
point. 
Just remember the immortal 
question of Confucius: "Does 
the grass bend when the wind 
blows upon it?". I realize that 
the question has nothing to do 
with the book, but I just want to 
show you what you can expect. 
The original price was $3.15, 
but I will sell it for $2. 
Also, for a philosophy student, 
is The Five Great Philosophies 
OfLife (a good magazine while it 
lasted) by Willian De Witt Hyde. 
It explains Stoicism, Christ-
ianity, Platonism, Aristotel-
ianism, and Epicureanism. It 
may even contain the secret of 
life , .but if it does, I missed it. 
I don 't know what the original 
price was, but I'll settle for SO 
cents. 
Another Philosophy text (as if 
they weren't enough) for sale is 
Philosophy~ An IntrOduction To 
The Art Of Wondering. It deals 
with such simple questions as: 
What is life? what is truth?, what 
is death?. If you can answer any 
of those questions in 2S words or 
less , send it to me, along with a 
quarter . If you can't answer any 
of them, just send the quarter. I 
don't know what the original 
price was , but I'm sure it was 
ridiculously high. 
I'll accept $S, or more. 
If you are an English student 
who likes a challenge, have I got 
some books for you. Heart of 
Darkness and Lord Jim (both by 
Joseph Conrad) were , and prob-
ably still are, on the reading list 
for the course "Man in Con-
flict" . 
To be perfectly frank (and 
don't think I won'tbe), they have 
as much verbosity as Mein 
Kampf and as much symbolism 
as The Vision of Piers the 
Plowman (known in under-
ground circles as What the 
Farmer Saw). I realize that you 
probably have never heard of 
The Vision of Piers the Plowman, 
but I doubt if William Langland 
ever heard of you . 
Anyway, the original price of 
Heart of Darkness was 9S cents , 
but I'll sell it for SO cents (fool 
that I am). Lord Jim cost me 
$1.9S, but it will only cost you a 
dollar. 
Another book you probably 
need for one course or another is 
The Island of Doctor Moreau 
by H.G .. Wells. The less said 
about it the better. After all, 
who'd believe me? 
The original price was $1.2S, 
but I'll sell it for 60 cents. 
Anyone who is about to take 
the English course ' 'The Con-
temporary Novel' ' will probably 
need copies of Catch-22, Sat-
urday Night and Sunday Morn-
ing, Slaughterhouse-Five, and A 
Clockwork Orange. These are 
modern novels showing the fun 
side of life. You will read about 
many happy events , such as an 
old man being beat~n and 
robbed , a young man being 
sliced up by an airplane prop-
eller, and an entire city being 
destroyed by bombs. Ah , life as 
it should be . 
These books add up to an 
original value of $4.30, but they 
are now in a slightly battered 
state (as you will be after a 
couple of semesters here) . I'll be 
glad to get rid of them for only 
$2. 7S. And so it goes ... 
· If you want to read any of the 
aforementioned books , you have 
strange tastes in literature. If, 
however, you must read these 
books for a course, you have my 
sympathy and I want your 
money. 
ember 29, 197S. 
Single women are often 
channelled into the traditional 
occupations favored by their 
parents and married women are 
constricted by the attitudes of 
their spouses and children. 
It isn't easy to change soc-
iety's presumptions- but per-
haps the process is slowly 
becoming less painful for those 
who have educational qualif-
ications, self-esteem and sheer 
determination. 
The speakers who shared their 
experiences with the workshop 
participants are good examples 
of women who. have surmounted 
tradition . 
Barbara Berg, a Systems 
Analyst with MacMillam Bloedel 
Ltd. , likes change and challenge 
and has had a varied career in 
business and industry. 
She stressed that after dealing 
with her home life situation, she 
also had to sort out her own 
ethical standards because the 
courage to point out mistakes to 
management (usually male) is 
essential in her field. 
How would you like 24-hour 
responsibility for a staff of some· 
800 people? Personable Marg-
aret Woodward, Administrator 
of Surrey Memorial Hospital, is 
one of only three or four women 
in Canada to hold this position. 
She believes great strides 
have been made in hospital 
administration in the last ten 
years, and highly recommends it 
to women who like responsibility 
and have an aptitude for dealing 
with people. 
Or how about being a chiro-
_practor? Ruth Wright had be-
come dissatisfied with office 
work and entered this field 16 
years ago after taking her 
training at Canadian Memorial 
College in Toronto. 
She now has her own practic~ 
in Surrey and regulates her 
hours of work. The remuneration 
is good and Ruth stresses that 
strength is not a prerequisite. 
Draftsperson Viki Myrhoj 
fought tradition in order to take 
proper wookworking and metal-
work courses in high school and 
then had to get special per-
mission from Canada Manpower 
to take her steel detailing course. 
Viki works for Dominion 
Bridge and is responsible for 
much of the structural steel in 
our buildings, but she is still 
trying to cope with the problem 
of being treated like a "girl" by 
engineers and workmen. 
Others who shared their work 
experiences were: bus driver 
Edra McLeod, architectural stu-
dent Jane Cardwell, notary 
public Joyce Powell, personnel 
manager Barbara Pugh, mech-
anic's· aide Lois Randle, police-
woman Karen Lea, and Douglas 
College's own Information 
Officer, Judie Steeves. 
Group session leaders were 
Pat Major and Ethelyn Metcalfe, 
Educational Planners, Student 
Services. 
The Workshop concluded with 
an enthusiastic and informative 
panel presentation chaired by 
Marilyn Smith, Director of Stu-
dent Services. 
Shelagh Day, provincial 
Department of Labour, outlined 
the obstacles faced at each state 
of a woman's return to the labor 
force. 
"Getting to the Door" often 
involves overt job training dis-
crimination, "Getting Through 
the Door" collides head-on with 
the employer's insistence on 
"men only" for particnlar jobs, 
·and "Now that I'm Through the 
Door" exposes the fact that 
on-the-job training for women 
leaves a lot to be desired. 
Jo .Mitchell , Canada Man-
power, showed an impressive 
slide presentation of women in 
non-traditional occupations, but 
- she agreed with Shelagh that 
more needs to be done to change 
Manpower's attitude. · 
Christine Waddell, also of the 
Department of Labour, spoke 
about apprenticeship opportun-
ities for women. A particularly 
good feature of this program is 
its link to trade unions which 
provides for uniformity through-
out Canada. 
All in all, it was a most 
successful workshop. Perhaps 
the only flaw was the attendance 
(less than 100)- but this can be 
blamed in part on the recent 
postal strike. 
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